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Abstract 
This study examined how profiles of adolescent media use including TV 
viewing, console and online games, and internet use including social networking, 
were linked to risk behaviours. A sample of960 year ten and 475 year twelve 
students from Western Australian schools responded to a computer-administered, 
self -report survey. Cluster analysis was used to group students into three media-use 
profiles labelled as TV & Games, Low Use and SNS & Internet. Differences among 
these media use profiles in alcohol use and delinquency were tested. The fmdings 
indicated significant media profile differences in alcohol use and delinquency. The 
TV & Games profile used alcohol and engaged in delinquency behaviours more than 
the SNS & Internet and Low Use profiles. Both year level and gender moderated the 
relations. There were a significant minority of adolescents who consumed media 
excessively and showed higher levels of alcohol use and delinquency behaviours. 
Boys in TV & Games and girls in SNS & Internet profiles at year 12 reported the 
highest rates of risk behaviours. The Low Use profile reported the lowest rates of 
risk behaviours across both year levels and genders. 
Keywords: cluster, adolescents, media use, risk, alcohol, profiles. 
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Using Cluster Analysis to Profile Adolescent Media Use and Exploring the Relations 
to Risk Behaviours: The Moderating Role of Age and Gender. 
In the 21st century, adolescents live in an environment saturated with 
technology and media. There are concerns that this media saturation leads to risk 
behaviour and consequently has detrimental effects on psychological development 
and wellbeing (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011; Gross, Juvonen, & Gable, 2002; Lee & 
Chae, 2007). Identifying whether particular forms of media influence adolescents' 
behaviour is an important goal for parents, researchers and policymakers. Literature 
to date suggests that some types of media influence behaviour more than others with 
television viewing as the most empirically researched medium (Barnes, Hoffman, 
Welte, Farrell, & Dintcheff, 2007). 
Much of the prior research on media use has examined individual media 
types such as TV or game playing and tested links between frequency or hours of use 
and a range of outcomes. This type of approach has been described as "variable 
focused" because it studies relationships between variables, and does not consider 
the patterns of co-occurrence of those variables that exist in sub-groups of people. 
There has been scant research focused on more complex representations of how 
today's youth are using media. Contemporary adolescents use many types of media 
in various combinations to satisfy growing appetites for information, leisure and 
communication. To capture these possible patterns, a "person-focused" approach can 
be used (Peck, Vida, & Eccles, 2008) to explore constellations of media use which 
may enhance understanding of media- related effects on adolescent risk behaviour 
and reveal particular media-use profiles that are more vulnerable to risk behaviour. 
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Media Use 
Electronic media use has become an important social factor in today's society 
due to its unprecedented growth, prevalence and pervasiveness. The globalisation of 
information and online communication has brought media users together at a level of 
connectedness and interaction not seen before. Media use is interactive, multi-modal, 
mobile and multi-domain and has removed the limitations of time and space that 
previously bound young people to their local environment. Social media have been 
posited as an influential player in the promotion and establishment of norms in 
adolescent risk taking behaviours (Larson, Wilson, & Rickman, 2009; Moreno, 
2010) by extending adolescents' access to behavioural models far beyond the 
proximal influences of parents and offline peer groups. 
The prevalence of media use. In 2007, it was estimated that Australian 
adolescents enjoyed an average of seven hours of total discretionary time per day. 
During this discretionary time, they spent a total of about five hours per day 
consuming media (Australian Communications and Media Authority, 2010). These 
media included TV content such as live free to air and pay TV, movies (DVDs on 
TV, Xbox etc) or online; computer use for offline activities like single/dual user 
games, handheld games (Nintendo DS) and online games such as World ofWarcraft 
and other multiplayer games, characterised as TV & Games (screen-based viewing 
and gaming). Social networking sites (SNS) include Face book, my Space, Twitter; 
email, chatting and instant messaging (IMS) are generally considered to be 
communications activities. News and current affairs; e-book reading; YouTube and 
music (includes other audio content) via internet, MP3, IPOD or computer; surfmg 
for personal interests, information and purchasing, are grouped as internet 
information and downloading is usually noted as internet surfmg. These media 
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activities can be accessed simultaneously (e.g. TV viewing, social networking and 
instant messaging) and when multi-tasking is taken into account, usage increases to 
approximately 7 hours per day (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011). The concurrent use of 
specific activities, although not a dedicated diet, appears to reveal a pattern or profile 
of use. 
Media use has been blamed for many social problems such as increased 
social violence and aggression which has been proposed as an externalising 
behaviour arising from playing computer games, TV and movie viewing. Anderson 
and Bushman (2001) suggested that violence viewing in media has been found to 
affect behaviour by influencing the creation of cognitive schemas as guides to action 
when that cue operates in a relevant situation (Anderson & Bushman, 2001; Roberts, 
Henriksen, & Foehr, 2009). Strasburger (2004) used the Instigation and Cue theory 
(Berkowitz, 1990) to guide the understanding of what influences or inhibits certain 
behaviours. This model suggests that the schemas are activated when the real life 
situation appears to justify violence and is efficacious such that it is rewarded or does 
not attract negative consequences. If it is useful, relevant to the individual, and is 
socially normative, it is more likely to cue aggressive behaviour (Farrington, 2004). 
Research to date has found that violence and antisocial content in media is presented 
in a sanitised, humorous or glamorous way (Strasburger, Jordan, & Donnerstein, 
2010) which has behavioural effects such as desensitisation to violence and greater 
acceptance of antisocial norms in children and adolescents (Anderson & Bushman, 
2001; Gentile, Anderson, Yukawa, Ihori, & Saleem, 2009; Strasburger, 2004). 
Conversely, a recent 2010 study by Ferguson which investigated delinquency and 
violent games use, found that use of this medium did not predict delinquency. Trait 
aggression, stress and family support were found to be influential factors in risk 
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behaviour and delinquency, not video games with violent content (Ferguson, 2010). 
The literature remains equivocal on these fmdings and current research is required to 
explore the contributions that clustered media domains (e.g. TV and games or social 
networking sites and TV) may make to these externalising behaviours. 
Increased social isolation and depression from frequent and heavy use of the 
internet (Larson, 2001; Ohannessian, 2009) was supported by early studies from 
Kraut et al. (1998) who showed children who used the internet (as little as 3 hours 
weekly) reported higher levels of depression, lower levels of social connectedness 
and increased social isolation (Kraut et al., 1998; Richards, McGee, Williams, 
Welch, & Hancox, 2010). However, research has also reported a positive association 
between media use (e.g. games, education) and family connectedness (Durkin & 
Barber, 2002; Mesch, 2003). Specifically, Durkin et al (2002) found game players to 
have lower levels of substance use, higher levels of self-esteem, higher school 
attachment and closer family relationships in comparison to those who did not play 
computer games. They found little evidence that game playing is associated with 
negative psychological outcomes. Recent studies by Johnson (2010) reported that 
children learned social skills from using email which increased social contact and 
connectedness in their offline peer group while other studies showed that online 
children demonstrated better language and more sophisticated meta-cognition than 
offline children (Johnson, 2010; Valkenburg & Peter, 2007). Ohannessian (2009) 
suggested that media use can serve as a protective factor for adolescents at risk of 
negative psychological effects from isolation, abuse and dysfunctional family 
situations. This protection comes in the form of online community support and 
advice, escapist game playing or internet surfing by disengaging from the problem as 
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a coping strategy. The potential protective effects of media use for adolescents 
remain largely unexplored to date (Ohannessian, 2009). 
11 
Recent research has suggested that electronic media use, including television, 
is the most prevalent source of information, social attitudes and behavioural norms in 
society today (Strasburger et al., 2010). These sources have become avenues for 
information not previously available elsewhere in their offline world and are freely 
accessible little restriction or sanction (Flanagin, 2001 ). Media use forms an 
important part ofthe inventory of influential factors (DiClemente, Santelli, & 
Crosby, 2009; Johnson & Puplampu, 2008; Lloyd, 2002) in adolescent risk 
behaviours. Using Bandura's (1977) social learning theory, it has been proposed that 
behaviour learned directly and vicariously through media models, provides 
opportunities and reinforcements for adolescent patiicipation in risk taking 
behaviours (Bandura, 1977, 2001; Igra & Irwin, 1996). These models of social 
behaviour, values and thinking have the power to create, shape and change the 
perceptions of what is normal behaviour in adolescents' personal and social context. 
Strasburger et al. (2010) characterised media as a 'super-peer' (Lloyd, 2002; 
Strasburger, 2004; Strasburger et al., 2010) with influence and power far more 
extensive and far reaching than conventional peers. This 'super- peer' offers 
adolescents glimpses into the adult world and provides 'normative' scripts for 
dealing with unfamiliar situations and emerging issues such as alcohol use, social 
behaviours and stress coping techniques that may not be readily available fi·om peers 
or adult caregivers (Strasburger et al., 2010). 
Modelled risk behaviour in media. An important milestone in adolescent 
development is identity formation. Media offer neutral, non authoritarian venues to 
gather both information and misinformation when seeking guidance on identity 
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exploration and formation. Today's adolescents look to online social network sites 
for shared opportunities for self expression, peer communication and ongoing 
feedback. These sites have become a platform for exploration and experimentation in 
a variety of behaviours, some risky, that form the normal transitional process to 
adulthood. However, when this experimentation becomes maladaptive and translates 
into a pattern of risky behaviours, it can compromise identity formation (Moreno, 
2010). Recent studies have shown that social network sites have quickly become the 
forum for the disclosure and promotion of risk behaviours such as substance use, 
sexual activity and delinquency (Moreno, Parks, Zimmerman, Brito, & Christakis, 
2009). These forums may have become the platform on which adolescents discuss 
engagement or intention to engage in risk behaviours. The Media Practice Model 
(Brown, 2006) identifies key factors in adolescents' use of media and argues that 
adolescents choose and use media based on who they are, or want to be, as part of 
their identity formation process. This model proposed that self disclosure, despite the 
questionable accuracy and reality of such information, made on social media sites, 
may act as an influential peer and may reflect what adolescents are actually doing in 
their offline life, or what they intend to do. In turn, the displayed information can 
influence peers to perceive the behaviours as normative and established (Moreno, 
2010). For example, alcohol use reported on social network sites like Facebook 
influences alcohol use offline and conversely, offline alcohol use influences the rate 
of online self disclosure (Epstein, 2011; Moreno, 2010). Alcohol references on SNS, 
reported as high as 40% (Strasburger et al., 201 0) can promote the illusion that 
drinking is without risk and may influence alcohol initiation- a process known as 
media cultivation (Bonomo, Bowes, Coffey, Carlin, & Patton, 2004; Stefanone, 
Lackaff, & Rosen, 2010). 
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Age, gender and patterns of media use. Large studies by Foehr et al. 
(2005) on media use by US children and adolescents reported that the amount of 
media adolescents consume varies substantially by age. The study found that 11 to 
18-year-old groups are using media the most, up to nearly 12 hours per day with 
boys exposed to approximately one hour more each day than girls, most of the 
difference arising from console and online video games (Cummings & Vandewater, 
2007; Foeln·, Rideout, & Roberts, 2005; Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010; 
Willoughby, 2008). Boys also watch more TV than girls (Ohannessian, 2009) while 
girls spend more time than boys on networking, emailing and chatting online 
(Willoughby, 2008). 
The use of television tends to decline at mid adolescence (Marshall, Biddle, 
Sallis, McKenzie, & Conway, 2002). The explanation proposed for this decline is 
that in their quest for autonomy, older adolescents begin to engage in more solitary, 
or peer related activities away from the family group (Chapin, 2000), such as internet 
TV viewing, online movies or music. Different media serves different social and 
psychological functions at various stages of adolescent development (Fine, 
Mortimer, & Robe1is, 1990). Larson et al. (1996) found that different media use was 
a function of age. TV viewing, which may be seen as a 'family' domain, usually 
involving parents and younger adolescents, whereas older adolescents spent more 
time listening to music, email, instant messaging, chatting and social networking as 
an 'autonomous' pursuit alone or with same age peers in their bedrooms (Chapin, 
2000; Larson et al., 2009; Rideout et al., 2010). 
Age differences were found to exist in the types of media consumed by 
adolescents as reported by Australian Communications and Media Authority in 
2010 which looked at a comparison between Australian and US youth media use. 
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The report identified the most commonly used media as TV and other screen based 
viewing (32%), instant messaging (23 %), console and online gaming (19%) and 
social networking (14%). Differences were reported between 12 to 14 year olds who 
consumed media at a lower average of 1.5 hours per day than older users (15 -18) 
who averaged a significantly higher amount of2.5 hours per day (ACMA, 2010). 
Gender differences were reported for media use. Games use was cited as 
more popular with boys while girls use the communication domains e.g. email and 
instant messaging significantly more than boys (AMCA, 2010; Willoughby, 2008). 
Within- group age differences were also found such that older boys showed more 
online multi-player games than younger aged boys, with gender differences also 
reported for online games, where boys showed significantly more time and incidence 
in playing online games than girls with an average of 1 hour and 4 7 minutes for boys 
compared to 55 minutes for girl players. These age and gender differences in media 
use support the premise that solitary and autonomous activities in later adolescence 
are undertaken as an individuation process from family activities which is considered 
a key developmental task in adolescent maturation (Chapin, 2000; Larson et al., 
2009). 
Prior research has exhaustively investigated television as the predominant 
media domain that influences adolescent behaviour. Today's media offers a plethora 
of options from which adolescents can choose without discrimination or discretion. 
The media diet serves different functions while satisfying individual needs across 
domains. Co-variation of media use occurs on a physical level, for example TV, 
console and multi player online games and movies now all use the same equipment 
to view and play media. The online functionality is satisfied by a single internet 
connection where social networking, instant messaging and participation in online 
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forums and chat rooms can be simultaneously accessed. These media combinations 
may have become the avenues by which adolescents seek information related to, or 
involve discussions on engagement or intention to engage in risk behaviours. 
The Influences and Factors of Risk Behaviour 
Adolescence is a time of experimentation, non conformity and distancing 
from parents, all of which entail taking risks to establish an identity and gain 
independence and a sense of autonomy (Schulte, Ramo, & Brown, 2009). 
Adolescent risk taking attracts both positive and negative outcomes- a cost/benefit 
analysis (Jessor, 1992) and involves a chance of subjective loss when enacted and 
incurs a possible cost to health or life (Fischer, Greitemeyer, Kastenmiiller, 
Vogrincic, & Sauer, 2011; Igra & Irwin, 1996). While some adolescents take risks 
after consciously weighing up positive and negative outcomes, other adolescents 
engage with lack of conscious thought which often leads to uncertain outcomes and 
may eventuate in possible negative consequences (Igra & Irwin, 1996). Jessor (1992) 
suggested that adolescent risk behaviours can be functional, goal-directed and 
instrumental in making friends, gaining status with peers and establishing perceived 
autonomy from parents (Jessor, 1992). Behaviours such as experimentation in 
substance use, risky driving and authority rejection (parental, school and civil) are 
normal processes and can be adaptive in the context of gender and age across 
developmental stages (Schulte et al., 2009). However, when engagement in risk 
behaviours becomes maladaptive to developmental trajectories and translates into 
negative health or psychological outcomes, these behaviours can jeopardise normal 
development that is fundamental to transitioning from adolescence to functional 
adulthood (Igra & Irwin, 1996; Jessor, 1992). 
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Influential factors that occur at multiple levels and include the individual, 
family, peers and social factors, have been attributed to the normal adolescent 
development and are staples within the bio-psychosocial theory of adolescent risk 
behaviour (Irwin & Millstein, 1986). This model is useful in guiding our 
understanding of the developmental processes and the risk factors, which interact to 
influence adolescent behaviour as they navigate through to adulthood. 
Rio-psychosocial Model of Risk behaviours 
The bio-psychosocial theory of risk behaviour takes into account three 
perspectives: biological, cognitive and social (Igra & Irwin, 1996). The model 
suggests that at the individual level, adolescent risk behaviour may be the result of; 
pubertal and hormonal effects; cognitive immaturity in decision making, lack of 
emotional stability and low levels of inhibition and social factors such as family, 
school and peer interactions in his/her environment. The interactions between the 
adolescent and risk- taking peers (Chein, Albert, O'Brien, Uckert, & Steinberg, 
2011), an alcohol accepting environment, and social media which promotes alcohol 
use and normalises risky behaviours (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011; Epstein, 2011; 
Moreno, 2010) increases the vulnerability to risk behaviour as a function of age. 
Risk Behaviour - Alcohol Use 
One risk behaviour that raises public concern is the high prevalence of 
alcohol use. Alcohol remains a socially acceptable drug and an integral part of the 
social fabric in Australia with under-age alcohol consumption among Australian 
adolescents considered normative, rather than the exception (Hayes, Smart, 
Toumbourou, & Sanson, 2004). Age of initiation to drinking is on average, 14.6 
years for boys and 14.8 years for girls. Australian adolescents regard alcohol use as 
accepted by parents and the broader community. Culturally, there is a powerful 
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normative pressure toward drinking as a 'rite of passage' into adulthood (Bonomo et 
al., 2004). It is common for Australian adolescents to report alcohol use from the age 
of 12 onwards with prevalence of use increasing with age (Hayes et al., 2004). In 
2008, a report from the Australian School Student Alcohol and Drug Survey 
indicated that 84% of Western Australian school students aged 12-17 years had 
experimented with alcohol at some time in their life. Fifty seven percent of 16 year 
olds and 66% of 17 year olds surveyed had consumed more than 10 alcoholic drinks 
in their lifetime. Ofthe 84% reporting some use, 63.9% of students aged 12-17 years 
had drunk alcohol in the last year, 40.2% in the last four weeks, and almost a quarter 
(23.6%) in the week prior to the survey (Haynes, Kalic, Griffiths, McGregor, & 
Gunnell, 2010). An impmiant social issue in Australia is the rate ofbinge drinking, 
defined as drinking 5 or more alcoholic drinks on one occasion (Schulte et al., 2009; 
Windle, Shope, & Bukstein, 1996) amongst youth. Schulte et al (2009) reported 
increasing rates of these dangerous drinking behaviours with age, 10% at 8th grade to 
26% at 1ihgrade. These patterns should alarm parents and policymakers as binge 
drinking in adolescence is considered a marker for persistent and hazardous alcohol 
usc and delinquency (Barnes, Welte, & Hoffman, 2002; Hoffmann, 2006; Schulte et 
al., 2009). 
Age and gender differences for onset and continued alcohol use have been 
reported with mixed findings in the literature. Schulte et al. (2009) reports little 
gender and age difference in onset of alcohol use as supported by data from 
Australian studies that show drinking initiation at 14.6 years for boys and 14.8 years 
for girls. However, a divergent path is seen with boys increasing use in later 
adolescence and into young adulthood while girls reduce normative patterns of 
alcohol use in late adolescence (Hoffmann, 2006; Schulte et al., 2009). Maturation 
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of cognitive processes such as attention and decision making occur earlier in girls 
and as these are implicated in drinking behaviours, it is likely that these differences 
are involved in the diverging of drinking paths for male and female drinkers (Schulte 
et al., 2009). 
There are a number of risk factors within the bio-psychosocial model that 
contribute to adolescent alcohol use. These factors span from genetic and 
biochemical vulnerability to the social environment where availability of alcohol, 
media validation of drinking norms and lower legal drinking age influence the onset 
and ongoing use of alcohol. Windle et al. ( 1996) suggested that these factors do not 
occur independently of each other but cluster together to influence the use of alcohol 
with differential potency such that mixing with alcohol-using peers will pose a 
higher risk for younger adolescents at 14 years old relative to an 18 year old 
(Windle, 1990; Windle et al., 1996). The body of current literature suggests that 
there is a complex mix ofbio-psychosocial factors ofheritability, parental 
modelling, social environment and individual traits that have been shown to put 
adolescents at higher risk of alcohol use (Cloninger, 1999; Jernigan, 2001). The 
social environment is a significant influence on adolescent behaviour as extended 
peer groups and social models such as electronic media become increasingly 
influential in normalisation, expectation, initiation and persistence of this risk 
behaviour (Bonomo et al., 2004; Schulte et al., 2009). 
Co-varying Risk Behaviours. 
Risk behaviours tend to be clustered such that an individual engaging in one 
shows a greater likelihood of engaging in another (Barnes et al., 2002; Igra & Irwin, 
1996; Jessor, 1992) with overlapping onset and persisting engagement across the 
years of adolescence. Alcohol use has been viewed as a 'gateway' behaviour to risk 
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(Barnes et al., 2007; Windle et al., 1996) and is associated with a larger spectrum of 
problem behaviours including delinquency, aggressive behaviours and illicit drug 
use. Conversely, delinquency and proneness to deviance are two related traits 
identified as risk factors for alcohol use (Barnes et al., 2002; Schulte et al., 2009) 
Risk behaviour- Delinquency 
Delinquency has been suggested to result from a variety of individual, social 
and peer factors. Social control theorists trace the origin of delinquency to a lack of 
proper socialisation. Hirschi (2002) argued that a lack of parent involvement and 
monitoring along with lack of belief and commitment to conventional behaviour may 
lead to delinquency (Hirschi, 2002; Onwudiwe, 2004). Socialisation follows a path 
from family modelling that teaches children societal moral codes in wider society 
where conventional behaviours are enacted, however, when these moral codes break 
down at the familial level, a proneness to delinquency is proposed to develop. There 
is a dynamic interplay of personality dispositions (e.g. external locus of control and 
low self-esteem); school detachment and disengagement (e.g. membership of a 
school minority) (Hoffmann, 2006), peer engagement in these behaviours and social 
models from which behaviour is learned (Hasking, Scheier, & Abdallah, 2011). 
The emergence of media-promoted social moral codes may influence the 
adolescent consumer to seek similar 'others' for sensation-seeking information and 
modelling. Media, such as movies, music and Y ouTube, which are popular social 
media and likely to influence, tend to glamorise or make humorous risky behaviours 
which may directly or indirectly promote the intention or actual engagement in a 
diverse range of antisocial acts that are may be illegal and which violate social norms 
(Basking et al., 2011; MacDonald, 2006) . Most adolescents transition through to 
adulthood with minor childhood- adolescent limited offending which has been 
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characterised by specific features of aggression and fighting, property destruction, 
stealing, and violating institution rules e.g. school truancy (Hasking et al., 2011). 
Studies on delinquency and age found that engagement peaks in mid to late 
adolescence and declines in adulthood (Barnes et al., 2002). There is consensus in 
the literature that adolescents engage in a general pattern of delinquency rather than 
a specific repertoire of acts, but there is a strong link to covariance of behaviours 
between delinquency, alcohol use and vandalism (Barnes et al., 2002; Farrington, 
2009). Farrington (2004) reported comorbidity between delinquency and aggression 
disorder that share overlapping risk factors of temperament and impulsivity at the 
personality level as well as low IQ and educational performance. As delinquency 
engagement increases in adolescence, delinquents become more isolated from the 
socially conventional group and tend to flock together with other delinquents 
(Farrington, 2009). The Cambridge studies identified a downward spiral of increased 
delinquency and more delinquent friends leading to increased antisocial behaviours 
fi:om adolescence to adulthood, with the cycle of peer influence persistent in 
adulthood (MacDonald, 2006). 
Gender differences in delinquency have been reported such that boys are 
more likely to engage in, and socialise with peers who engage in, these behaviours 
(Barnes et al., 2002). Differences in gender related media use, specifically movies, 
game playing, social networks and their associated forums, may influence and 
promote the development and persistence of delinquency (Anderson & Bushman, 
2001; Durkin & Barber, 2002). 
Profiles ofMedia Use 
Media literature indicated that adolescent media use appears to fall into five 
main categories: TV and other screen based viewing; playing console and online 
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games; social networks; chat and instant messaging services and other online 
activities e.g. purchasing and general surfing (ACMA, 201 0; Foehr et al., 2005; 
Rideout et al., 2010). These activities combine differently for individuals across 
domains and context which may influence his/her behaviours differently along with 
other environmental, biological and psychological factors within the dimensions of 
risk behaviour. It is the co-variation in adolescent media use which raised interesting 
questions about the effects that combinations of media use may have on their 
behaviour. It is plausible that clustering of these activities into a conceptual media 
use profiles may provide information as to the pattems of influence at play in 
contemporary media and how these influences may affect the user's offline risk 
behaviours. 
The Present Study 
Researchers of adolescent development generally agree that electronic media 
use has an influence on adolescent development (Larson et al., 2009; Lloyd, 2002; 
Strasburger et al., 2010). The present study aims to explore the profiling of 
combinations of media used by adolescents and to investigate the relations between 
these profiles and risk behaviour. Of particular interest is the moderating role of age 
and gender in the links between these behaviours. It may be that identifying the 
profiles of media use will guide our understanding of what accounts for the variation 
in behaviour in today's adolescents (Grant et al., 2003) as guided by the bio-
psychosocial theory's factors ofbiological development (age and gender differences) 
and social environment (media use). Social learning theory informs our 
understanding of social modelling in media and its influence on such behaviours. To 
our knowledge, this is the only study to consider the unique contributions that 
combinations of media use may have on two problem behaviours of alcohol use and 
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delinquency while taking into account impmiant potential variations for gender and 
age. 
This study took a person-centred approach to identifying patterns of media 
use by classifying students into groups based on the combinations of media they 
most often activated over a weekly period. Cluster analysis techniques provide novel 
approaches to identifying patterns or profiles of variables within individuals which 
classifies them into homogenous subgroups based on the similarities found among 
the individuals in the sample (Peck et al., 2008). Where the variable approach 
assumes that the individual's score on a variable is referenced against the scores of 
others on that variable, a person centred approach looks at a person's scores across 
all the related variables and creates a profile of scores for that individual within the 
context of all the variables tested. As an exploratmy study, a conceptual model, as 
shown in Figure 1, was used to guide the investigation of the relations between 
media use profiles and the engagement in alcohol use and delinquency behaviours 
and to probe the moderating effects of gender and age on the relations. 
Gender and Year level 
Profile ofMedia Use Risk Behaviour 
Figure 1. A conceptual model for the relations between media use and risk 
behaviours in a sample of Australian adolescents, (n = 1435). 
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Research Questions 
This study posed two questions, firstly, is it possible to cluster media users 
from the Australian cross sectional sample of adolescents in year 10 and 12 into 
meaningful and homogenous groups with similar screen based domain engagement 
and patterns of weekly hours of use. The next question asked, if such groups/clusters 
could be generated, would these profiles reveal associations to alcohol use and 
delinquency risk behaviours; and would be they be moderated by age and gender, 
such that between- group differences reveal differing rates of behaviour at each year 
level and between boys and girls. 
Method 
Design 
Data for this study were taken from the Youth Activity Participation Study of 
Western Australia (YAPS -WA, see Appendix A) which is a longitudinal study 
commenced in 2007 and spans five years of data collection. The study investigates 
adolescent involvement in extracurricular activities and developmental outcomes. 
The YAPS survey is a self report instrument based on a previous measure of activity 
participation (Barber, Stone, & Eccles, 2005) which was updated to capture and 
reflect Australian youth activity participation (Blomfield & Barber, 2009). 
The YAPS survey design included a checklist format where participants were 
asked to report discretionary time involvement in both structured and unstructured 
activities over a twelve month period prior to survey. Structured activities such as 
sport include cricket, swimming, football that are common in the Australian culture, 
and non-sport activities (e.g. drama, art and cadets) formed the items for 
pmticipatory activities available within and outside of school. Unstructured 
activities engagement during discretionary time covered items such as paid work, 
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caring for siblings, chores, TV watching, offline console and online gaming, social 
networking use, internet use for other activities such as music, Y ouTube and 
hobbies. 
Participants 
The fmal sample for this study, with complete data pertaining to this study, 
consisted of 1435 students made up of960 year ten (570 female, 390 male) and 475 
year twelve (275 female, 200 male) students. The participant age range was from 13 
years to 19 years with a mean age of 15 years and 8 months (SD = 1.07). 
Demographic Data 
Demographic data such as gender and academic year were collected and 
formed part of the data used for analyses. Specifically, gender and year level (as a 
proxy for age) were coded for analyses as a two-level categorical variable with 
gender: female= 0, male= 1; and year level: year 10 = 2 and year 12 = 4. 
Measures 
Media use. Five media use domains commonly used by adolescents in 2009 
were captured in section D of theY APS survey which probed time use in 
unstructured activities: watching television, computer console gaming (offline), 
internet gaming (online), internet usage - social networking (e.g. social networking 
sites such as Facebook, MySpace, instant messaging, email and webchat) and 
internet usage - other, such as surfmg for interest, eBay, information, downloading 
music, YouTube, iTunes (Lee & Chae, 2007; Richards et al, 2010) which have also 
been previously used in studies of media use and violence prevention (Barkin, 2008) 
. The YAPS survey asked participants to self-repmi their media use in the five 
domains as hours per week and the data from these media activity items formed the 
analysis base for this study. 
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Dependent variables: Adolescent risk behaviour was measured using 13 
items in section K of the administered YAPS survey. The items included alcohol use, 
truancy, using drugs (Barber, Eccles, & Stone, 2001; Eccles & Barber, 1999), 
stealing from home and shops (Bmiko & Eccles, 2003), damage to public property, 
contact with police, suspension and cheating in school (Bartko & Eccles, 2003), 
physical fighting (Bartko & Eccles, 2003) and seatbelt use. These items were 
anchored with 'about how often in the last 6 months have you ... ' and a response was 
required as only one choice of eight options on a Likert scale ranging from 1 = 
'none' to 8 = '31 or more times'. Two subscales were created to capture the risk 
taking behaviour dimensions of interest for this study. 
A/coho/use. A continuous variable was created by computing the mean of 
scores on item responses for three items fi:om the risk behaviour group of items: 
drunk alcohol, had 5 or more alcoholic drinks on one occasion, and had been drunk. 
These items were adapted from the Barber, Eccles and Stone (2001) alcohol scale. 
Scale reliability for alcohol use was tested using Cronbach's alpha (a= .93). 
Delinquency. This dimension was measured using ten (1 0) items from the 
risk behaviours questions that were adapted from the MSALT studies. These 
included skipped school, damaged public property, used illegal drugs, had contact 
with police for something you did or they thought you did, suspended from school, 
gotten into a physical fight, cheated on exams or copied homework, taken money 
from home that was not yours, not used a seatbelt in a car, taken something from a 
store without paying for it. A variable was created by computing the mean of 
response scores and scale reliability was tested using Cronbach's alpha (a= .76). 
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Procedure 
Ethics approval to conduct the research was obtained fi-om the Murdoch 
University Human Research Ethics Committee prior to data collection. Pmiicipants' 
data were drawn from wave three data collection ofY APS- WA conducted in the 
terms 3 and 4 of the 2009 academic year. Seventy-five high schools were invited by 
letter to participate (see Appendix B) in the survey, of which 34 responded 
positively. Data were collected from 1601 recruited paliicipants (regional: n = 457, 
metropolitan: n = 1114) located in Government, Catholic and Independent schools in 
Western Australia. 
Upon accepting the invitation to paliicipate, the school was sent an information 
package outlining the purpose and goals of the study. Arrangements regarding dates 
and times of survey administration were then made between the research team and 
individual school. Recruitment and assembly of paliicipants along with choice of 
venue for the survey administration was organised by the school, as they were best 
able to decide when survey administration would cause minimal disruption to 
classes. Information sheets including confidentiality and voluntary participation 
along with consent forms were issued to the recruited students and their parents (see 
Appendices D, E, F and G). Returned signed consent forms from parents and 
students were a prerequisite for paliicipation in the study. All participants attending 
on the day of administration were offered a prize entry for music vouchers, spolis 
packs and AFL memorabilia in return for paliicipating in the survey along with an 
inclusion in the annual prize draw for a guitar, spoliing equipment and spmiing 
memorabilia. 
The participants were reminded that paliicipation was voluntary and that they 
may withdraw at any time during the survey session. An identification number was 
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allocated to each participant which enabled survey data to be matched to data 
collected in previous years for that participant. They were then asked to commence 
the survey which took approximately 45 minute to complete using 20 wireless laptop 
computers which were connected to a server by a wireless router. Paper and pen 
formats were made available if preferred by the school. Large groups over 20 were 
administered the survey in multiple sessions during the appointed day. Computer-
based administration of surveys is a popular format successfully used in adolescent 
studies due to its perceived anonymity and non judgement by researchers to 
pmiicipant responses (Lautenschlager & Flahetiy, 1990). Further, use of computers 
reduced the need for post- survey data coding and entry by researchers. Participants 
were supplied with instructions (see Appendix H) on how to proceed and session 
supervision was carried out by the research team. 
Missing Data 
Cases where important items pertaining to this study were not answered such 
as gender and year level were removed :fiom the dataset. Responses made on media 
use itelllS that was considered to be nonsense such as media use over 80 hours per 
week were removed in their entirety. This accounted for 11 cases from 1601 
participants(< 1 %). 
Results 
Analysis Plan 
Results are presented in three sections. First, data preparation is described. 
Second, the development of profiles of media use using PASW v18 Cluster Analysis 
is explained. Third, risk behaviour differences among the profiles were examined 
using univariate analysis ofvariance (ANOVA). 
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I 
I Outliers and Errant Data 
The Mahalanobis Distance, D? and the critical chi-square values are 
commonly used in multivariate data analysis to determine errant data points 
(outliers) that positively or negatively affect the significance of findings (Penny, 
1996; Stevens, 1984). The Mahalanobis distance was used to measure the influence 
of outlier cases by examining the mean distance of these cases :fi'om the means of the 
five media use variables. The critical value of20.52, taken :fi·om Barnett and Lewis 
(1978) table of critical values (Allen & Bennett, 2008; Field, 2009), was applied on 
the basis that the dataset was large (n =1435) and there were five media-related 
variables being analysed. The Mahalanobis test identified ninety-three cases that 
exceeded the critical value and these were removed from the dataset prior to use in 
cluster and second order analyses. 
Cluster Analysis 
One of the aims of this study was to explore the theoretical concept of 
classifYing participants into user profiles based on patterns of their weekly hours of 
electronic media use. Cluster analysis was used to guide grouping of participants into 
media use profiles (Bartko & Eccles, 2003; Marshall et al., 2002). Cluster analysis is 
a multivariate statistical procedure that works efficiently with large datasets and 
attempts to reorganise them into manageable and meaningful groups with 
homogenous characteristics (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Hair, Black, Babin, 
Anderson, & Tatham, 2006). Clusters are formed when cases that share common 
properties are identified and clustered together. The premise upon which the clusters 
are created is that the characteristic similarity within the cluster is greater than the 
differences between the clusters (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Ketchen & Shook, 
1996). 
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The two main methods of cluster analysis used in contemporary social 
science research are hierarchical agglomerative and K-means (Aldenderfer & 
Blashfield, 1984). K- means clustering is an iterative, partitioning technique that 
allocates each data point to a cluster that has the nearest centroid - the mean of all 
points in the cluster. It uses squared Euclidean distances as a proximity measure to 
quantify the notion of 'nearest' for the data being clustered (Tan, Steinbach, & 
Kumar, 2006). A key feature of cluster analysis important to this study is that each 
case can only belong to one cluster at any iteration point and that all cases are 
allocated to a cluster at the fmal iteration, with no overlapping memberships 
(Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984). 
Exploration of the data using cluster analysis should be initiated using a user-
specified number of clusters based on theoretical foundations where possible. The 
literature has previously identified that media use among adolescents has gender and 
age properties. TV, music and gaming are predominantly younger and older male 
activities while girls in early adolescents may also engage in TV and console 
gaming, at later adolescence, are more actively engaged in social networking, 
emailing and instant messaging. The use of internet surfmg, downloading and 
information gathering is accessed by both sexes and all ages (Rideout et al., 2010; 
Willoughby, 2008). This perceived demarcation of media activities was probed in 
the YAPS survey with interesting data reported by participants. These categories of 
media use offered a starting point for the generation ofthree media clusters for 
analysis (Tan et al., 2006). The data were tested using clustering solutions for 3, 4, 5 
and 6 cluster solutions were selected. All scales were standardised to z scores to 
provide common units of measurement for the cluster analysis. Standardisation 
allows the use of items on different measurement scales in the same analysis without 
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higher weighting of items on larger scales (McGuire & Barber, 201 0). The 
hierarchical technique generated 3, 4, 5 and 6 clusters solutions, but the 4, 5 and 6 
cluster solutions were abandoned as they were not viable for analysis due to small 
group sizes. The three cluster solution was the most robust solution under the 
hierarchical method: cluster 1 (n= 1372), cluster 2 (n = 24) and cluster 3 (n = 39) 
(see Appendix I). This solution was used as a comparative reference for an 
anticipated K-means solution. The K-means technique was used on the same data in 
order to generate a more robust group of clusters with more viability in group sizes 
compared to those produced in the hierarchical procedure. K-means procedure 
generated comparable 3, 4 ,5 and 6 clusters with the three cluster solution found to 
be the most viable based on group sizes: cluster 1 (n = 207), cluster 2 (n = 1035), 
cluster 3 (n = 193). As both methods generated a workable 3 cluster solution, 
validation for the choice of 3 cluster solution as the predetermined seed point was 
satisfied (Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Marshall et al., 2002). K- means method 
was selected as the classification tool that best captured the homogeneity within the 
clusters from the media use variables (see Table 1). Table 1 contains the means and 
standard deviations for each cluster and the results of a one-way ANOV A which 
showed significant mean differences between clustered groups and media usage. 
Following an omnibus test in which the three clusters differed significantly among 
the means, Fisher's Least Significant Difference (LSD) post hoc tests were used to 
determine the degree and significance of these differences (Toothaker, 1993). These 
tests compared two groups at a time across all variations in the group and indicted 
that all media types differed from each other significantly at p < .001 except 
watching TV and SNS activity, p > .05. Cluster 1 was labelled as TV & Games (n = 
207) was characterised by significantly higher mean hours of TV viewing, console, 
I 
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handheld and online gaming. Cluster 2 was named Low Use (n = 1035) was 
characterised by users who reported significantly lower mean hours of use across all 
media domains. Cluster 3 named as SNS & Internet (n = 193) included students with 
the highest levels of social networking, email, IMS and online chat, surfmg and 
downloading music. 
Table 1 
Anova Results forK-mean Cluster Groups with Means and (Standard Deviations) 
for Media Use Variables for Three Clusters 
Membership in Media Cluster 
Variable TV & Games Low Use SNS & Internet F- values 
N=207 N = 1035 N= 193 
Television 
v1ewmg 17.08a (5.14) 4.26b (2.90) 6.97c (4.52) 1124.89* 
Console 
Games 3.25a (3.97) 1.14b (2.27) 2.39c (3.94) 55.50* 
Internet 
Games 1.20a (2.47) .55b (1.70) 1.17a (2.73) 14.55* 
Social 
Networks 3.98a (3.50) 2.56b (2.1 0) 12.74c (4.29) 1132.60* 
Internet 
Other 2.09a (2.72) 1.16b (1.57) 3.61 c (3.65) 110.39* 
* all values significant at p <. 001. Means with different superscripts differed at p < 
.05 
Once meaningful clusters were generated fi:om exploration of data 
(Aldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984 ), research questions could be formulated regarding 
association between the media user clusters and risk behaviours specifically alcohol 
I .. 
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use and delinquency with further investigation on the possible moderating effects of 
age and gender. 
A series of crosstabs was performed to identify whether media use patterns 
differed by gender and year level. Standardised residuals were checked for z-scores 
outside of+/- 1.96 for significance (Field, 2009). Cluster membership was not 
distinguished significantly differently between year 10 and 12, x2 (2, n = 1435) = 
5.35,p > .05. Gender distribution was significantly different among the clusters, x2 
(2, n = 1435) = 21.07, p < .05 as presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Gender distribution differences for membership in TV & Games, Low Use 
and SNS& Internet clusters, with TV & Games gender differences significant at p 
<.05. 
For gender, participation in TV & Games differed between girls (z = -2.4) 
and boys (z = 2.9) indicating boys were more likely to be in the TV & Games cluster 
than expected by chance and significantly fewer girls than expected were found in 
this cluster. Standardised residuals for the Low Use (for gir Is, z = 1.4, for boys, z = -
1.7) and SNS & Internet (for girls, z = -.8, for boys, z = 1.0) clusters were not 
significant indicating that gender distribution was not significantly different than 
expected in those two clusters. 
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Predicting Risk Behaviour 
To answer the questions regarding the relations between media use and risk 
behaviours of alcohol use and delinquency, two 3( cluster) x 2(gender) x 2(year level) 
ANOVAs were conducted. Where omnibus tests yielded significant differences in 
the three clusters, follow -up LSD post hoc tests were used to examine comparisons 
among the clusters. Only significant contrasts were reported. 
Risk behaviour- Alcohol use. Differences in alcohol use among the media 
use clusters, with moderator variables of year level and gender, were assessed using 
a 3 (cluster) x 2(gender) x 2(year level) ANOVA. There was a significant main 
effect for year, F (1, 1409) = 107.83,p < .05. Year 12 students (M = 3.01, SD = 1.87) 
reported significantly more alcohol use than year 10 students (M = 1.96, SD = 1.41 ). 
There was a main effect for cluster, F (2, 1409) = 12.09,p < .05. Alcohol use was 
significantly higher in the SNS & Internet cluster (M = 2.78, SD = 1.83) than TV & 
Games cluster(}.;!= 2.37, SD = 1.86 and from the Low Use cluster (M = 2.21, SD = 
1.56). TV & Games cluster did not differ significantly from Low Use on alcohol use. 
There was no significant main effect on gender. A two way interaction was found for 
year x cluster, F (2, 1409) = 3.12, p < .05. A two-way interaction was found for year 
level x cluster, F (2, 1409) = 3.12, p < .05. A three way interaction was found for 
gender x year level x cluster, F (2, 1409) = 5.86,p < .05 indicating that cluster 
effects on alcohol use differed by gender as a function of year level. 
Higher order analysis. To probe the interactions, multi group analysis was 
conducted by year level using two, two-way ANOVAs for cluster x gender on 
alcohol. There was a significant main effect of cluster for year 10, F (2, 941) = 6.10, 
p < .05. The SNS & Internet cluster (M = 2.37, SD = 1.52) reported higher alcohol 
use than TV & Games cluster (M = 1.94, SD = 1.48) and the Low Use (M = 1.89, SD 
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= 1.37. There was no significant main effect of gender. There was a significant main 
effect for cluster at year 12, F (2,468) = 6.20, p < .05. The TV & Games cluster (M = 
3.52, SD = 2.26) reported significantly higher alcohol use than Low Use cluster (M = 
2.84, SD = 1.73). SNS & Internet (M = 3.49, SD = 2.09) differed significantly from 
Low Use cluster but did not differ significantly in alcohol use fi:om the TV & Games 
cluster. There was no significant main effect of gender for year 12. 
There was no significant interaction for gender x cluster at year 10 level, F 
(2,941) = .77,p > .05, where the relations between media use and alcohol were not 
conditioned by gender, however, as seen in Figure 3(b), there was a significant 
interaction for gender x cluster at year 12 level, F (2,468) = 4.25, p < .05 suggesting 
that the cluster differences in alcohol use depended on gender in year 12. 
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Figure 3 (a) Mean differences for gender by cluster interaction on alcohol use at year 
10 level. 
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Figure 3(b) Mean differences for gender by cluster interaction on alcohol use at year 
12 level. 
Simple effects analysis. To probe the interaction found for gender x cluster in 
year 12, the data were filtered, selecting the year 12 students. The year 12 sample 
was then split by gender and a one-way ANOVA was conducted for each gender to 
test for the effect of cluster. There was a significant effect of cluster for girls, F (2, 
274) = 7.26,p < .05 such that girls in the SNS & Internet cluster (M= 3.88, SD 
2.07) used alcohol significantly more than girls in the TV & Games cluster (M = 
3.05, SD = 1.91) and significantly more than girls in the Low Use cluster (M = 2.72, 
SD = 1.59). The Low Use cluster did not significantly differ from the TV & Games 
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cluster. There was also a significant effect of cluster for boys, F (2, 198) = 3.27, p < 
.05. Boys in the TV & Games cluster (lvl = 4.16, SD = 2.57) drank alcohol 
significantly more than boys in the Low Use cluster (Jvl= 3.00, SD = 1.91). 
Differences between boys in TV & Games and SNS & Internet clusters (M = 3.1 0, 
SD = 2.07) approached significance at p =.051. 
These results indicated that there were gender differences in the cluster effect 
that were conditioned by year level. At year 12, alcohol use differences among 
clusters varied as a function of gender, such that for boys, those in the TV & Games 
cluster reported the highest rates of alcohol use whereas for girls those in the SNS & 
Internet cluster reported the highest use. The moderating role of gender in cluster 
effect was not significant at year 10 for alcohol use. 
Risk behaviour- Delinquency. Differences in delinquency among the 
media use clusters, with moderator variables of year level and gender, were assessed 
using a 3( cluster) x 2(gender) x 2(year level) ANOV A. There was a significant main 
effect for year level, F (1, 1412) = 4.26,p < .05. Year 10 students (M=1.48, SD = 
.66) reported a higher rate of delinquency than year 12 (M = 1.35, SD =.52). There 
was a significant main effect for cluster, F (2, 1412) = 8. 94, p < . 0 5. Delinquency 
engagement was significantly higher in the TV & Games cluster (M=l.56, SD = .74) 
than Low Use (M = 1.39, SD =.59). Low Use cluster reported significantly lower 
delinquency engagement than SNS user profile (M= 1.53, SD = .61). TV & Games 
did not significantly differ from SNS & Internet for delinquency. There was a main 
effect for gender, F(1, 1412) = 5.25,p < .05. Boys (M=l.48, SD = .70) reported 
higher delinquency engagement than girls (M = 1.41, SD =.57). There were no 
significant two-way interactions found. A significant three-way interaction was 
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found between cluster x year x gender, F (2, 1412) = 4.28,p < .05 indicating that 
cluster effects on delinquency differed by gender as a function of year level. 
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Higher order analysis. To probe the interactions, multi-group analysis was 
conducted by year level using two, two-way ANOV As for cluster x gender on 
delinquency. For year 10, there was a main effect for cluster, F (2, 944), 3.99, p < 
.05. The TV & Games cluster (M = 1.57, SD = .75) reported higher delinquency than 
the Low Use cluster (M = 1.44, SD = .64). The SNS & Internet cluster (1\!f = 1.59, SD 
= .67) reported higher delinquency than the Low Use cluster but did not differ 
significantly from the TV & Games cluster. There was no main effect of gender. For 
year 12 students, there was a significant effect for gender, F (1,468) = 6.27, p < .05. 
Boys (M = 1.41, SD = .65) reported higher delinquency than girls (M = 1.30, SD = 
.40). A significant main effect of cluster was found for year 12 level, F (2, 468) = 
7.14,p < .05. The TV & Games cluster (M= 1.53, SD = .75) reported significantly 
higher delinquency engagement than Low Use (lvf = 1.30, SD = .48. Low Use cluster 
was significantly lower on delinquency than SNS & Internet (M =1.44, SD = .48), 
however, the SNS & Internet cluster did not significantly differ from the TV & 
Games cluster. There was a significant interaction for gender x cluster at year 12, F 
(2, 468) = 6.97, p < .05. Gender significantly conditioned the relation between media 
use cluster and delinquency at year 12 level as seen in Figure 4(b) but no such 
interaction was evident for year 10, F (2, 944) = .30, p > .05 (see Figure 4(a)). This 
suggested that cluster differences in delinquency depended on gender at year 12. 
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Figure 4(a). Mean differences for gender by cluster interaction for delinquency at 
year 1 0 level. 
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Figure 4(b). Mean differences for gender by cluster interaction for delinquency at 
year 12 level. 
Simple effects analysis. To probe the interaction found for gender x cluster in 
year 12, the data were filtered, selecting the year 12 students. The year 12 sample 
was then split by gender and a one way ANOV A was conducted for each gender to 
test for the effect of cluster. There was a significant effect of cluster for girls, F (2, 
272) = 5.57,p < .05. Girls in the SNS & Internet cluster (M=l.51, SD = .49) showed 
significantly higher delinquency compared to girls in the TV &Games cluster (M = 
1.30, SD = .36 and the Low Use cluster (M = 1.27, SD = .38). There were no 
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significant differences between girls in the TV & Games and Low Use clusters. 
There was a significant effect of cluster for boys, F (2,196) = 6.04, p < .05 such that 
those in TV & Games cluster (A;f = 1.84, SD = 1.00) showed higher delinquency 
engagement than boys in the Low Use (M = 1.35, SD = .59 and those in the SNS & 
Internet cluster (M=l.37, SD = .47). There were no significant differences between 
boys in the Low Use and SNS & Internet clusters. 
These results indicated that there were gender diff:erences in the cluster effect 
that were conditioned by year level. At year 12, delinquency engagement differences 
among the clusters varied as a function of gender such that for boys, those in the TV 
& Games cluster reported highest rates of delinquency whereas for girls, those in the 
SNS & Internet cluster reported highest delinquency. The moderating role of gender 
in cluster effect was not significant at year 10 for delinquency. 
Discussion 
This study was partially exploratory in nature. The data from the YAPS -
W A survey presented an opportunity to explore the relations between media use and 
adolescent risk behaviours by creating media use profiles that reflected the 
participants' weekly patterns of media use. Students were successfully clustered into 
three homogenous subgroups using the K-means cluster analysis method, thus 
creating profiles of media use to meet the first aim ofthe study. 
The second aim was to explore the relations between the generated profiles 
(TV & Games, Low Users and SNS & Internet) and adolescent alcohol use and 
delinquency. The results indicated that the media profiles differed significantly in 
their reported rates of risk behaviours. These relations were found to be significantly 
I .I 
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moderated by year level and gender. First, the results are discussed and will follow 
on with considerations of the strengths and limitations of this study. Future 
directions for this research will be proposed in the concluding comments. 
Profile Clusters 
The first question posed in this study was regarding the clustering of media 
users :fi·om the sample of Australian adolescents into profiles. This was answered 
when cluster analysis successfully generated three robust and distinct media use 
groups. Adolescents who watched more TV also spent more time playing console 
and internet games and were clustered together in one profile called TV & Games. 
Users of social networking were also high users of internet downloading and surfmg 
and therefore were clustered into a homogenous profile called SNS & Internet. A 
third profile included the students who reported the lowest hours of use on all types 
of media and were labelled the Low Use cluster. There were interesting differences 
evident, which may not have surfaced if the study were only focused on variables 
simply showing frequency or number ofhours of use. Generally, gender differences 
in cluster membership across the media domains were as anticipated, with more boys 
being represented in the TV & Games profile than girls (19% boys, 11% girls), and 
are consistent with previous studies on media use (Cummings & Vandewater, 2007; 
Durkin & Barber, 2002). The Low Use profile was representative of the normative 
patterns ofmedia use by adolescents and was as expected with 76% of girls and 66% 
of boys belonging to this profile. 
Cluster Differences for Risk Behaviour 
The second question in this study asked if there were differences among the 
media use profiles and adolescent risk behaviours. The results revealed that 
significant relations existed between profiles of media use and adolescent alcohol 
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use and delinquency behaviours. The combinations of media accessed 
simultaneously and regularly may be associated with the normalisation of accepted 
attitudes and modelling of alcohol use and delinquent behaviours for Australian 
adolescents (Brown & Bobkowski, 2011 ). However, because YAPS- WA does not 
include details about the sites and content that adolescents were exposed to or were 
accessing via media activities, the ability to test such links was limited. 
Media profiles and alcohol use. There were significant differences among 
media profiles in alcohol use. Overall, the students in the SNS & Internet profile 
reported the highest rates of alcohol use. These results were consistent with prior 
literature on the links between media use and alcohol use (Brown & Bobkowski, 
2011; Epstein, 2011). Adolescent alcohol use may be influenced by alcohol-
promoting media via social networks which can act as platforms for discussion 
regarding intention or engagement in alcohol use behaviours among offline and 
online peers (Moreno (2010) suggesting that the normalising ofthese behaviours by 
alcohol-using online participants may influence other online 'friends' and offline 
peers to engage in drinking. There was a significant first order effect with year 12 
students using alcohol more than those in year 10. Further, there were gender 
differences in the clusters that were conditioned by year level such that for boys, the 
TV & Games profile reported the highest rates of alcohol at year 12 where as for 
girls, in year 12 the SNS & Internet profile was highest. Research has suggested that 
an influential factor in alcohol use is alcohol-using peer groups and the normative 
expectations of friends. Girls are also influenced by their peer groups and possibly 
more so by their romantic partnerships which may increase normative expectations 
to drink when socialising with alcohol-using peer groups (Chapin, 2000). 
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There was a moderating effect of year level and gender between SNS & 
Internet and alcohol use profile compared to the TV & Games and Low Use profile 
which presents an important area for investigation as to the dynamics of these online 
interactions for year 12 girls in the SNS profile. These significant profile, gender and 
year level effects may be explained by three influential social factors operating in the 
contemporary adolescent's world: media sites such Facebook and online games 
forums which act as a platform upon which peers discuss drinking intention or 
engagement and where alcohol use is glamorised, promoted and normalised by 
online peers; secondly by the modelling of drinking practices by influential social 
models like sports and movie stars in alcohol-promoting advertisements (Anderson, 
de Bruijn, Angus, Gordon, & Hastings, 2009). Although this study did not ask 
specifically about media content, a meta- analytical review presented by Anderson et 
al (2009) showed numerous longitudinal studies reporting findings that alcohol 
advertising exposure predicts both onset and increased levels of consumption in 
adolescents (Anderson et al., 2009; Strasburger et al., 2010); and finally, by 
culturally accepted drinking practices that persist across the adolescent period and 
into young adulthood in Australia. Future studies may seek to identify co-varying 
influences such as content, social models used in advertising and online media 
currently popular with adolescents such as YouTube that may increases the exposure 
and engagement in alcohol use for male TV & Games users and female SNS & 
Internet users. 
Media profiles and delinquency behaviours. This study found significant 
differences between media profiles for adolescent delinquency. Overall, at the profile 
level, those in the TV & Games profile reported the highest rates of delinquency 
engagement when controlling for year level and gender but not significantly different 
I , 
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from SNS & Internet profile. These results indicate that adolescent delinquency may 
have similar operating factors as alcohol use such as online peer disclosure or 
discussion regarding the intention to engage in sensation seeking activities such as 
'hooning', car drag racing for maximum thrill and little safety and 'tagging', which 
is graffiti on public property. It has been suggested that media offers a glamorous 
and humorous view ofthese low level delinquency behaviours which normalise and 
support a new social moral code by which adolescents model their behaviour 
(Fischer, et al., 2011). When risky activities are seen on TV, music videos, YouTube 
and other media outlets, these behaviours may be perceived as normative and appear 
to attract few negative consequences, and therefore become more accepted and 
modelled (Strasburger, 2004). 
The year level differences in reported delinquency revealed that younger 
adolescents (year 10 cohort) were more likely to engage in delinquency than the 
older cohort at year 12, which is consistent with previous research that has found that 
sensation seeking, authority rejection and individuation from family peaks at mid 
adolescence and wanes through late adolescence to adulthood (Barnes et al., 2002). 
Male and female students differed in reported delinquency in this study, as boys 
showed higher rates than girls which is also consistent with prior research (Barnes et 
al., 2007). The interactions between age, gender and the profiles were significant 
and were probed. The nature of the differences showed that, in comparison to year 
level 10 where there were no significant interactions for age, gender and profile were 
seen, at the year 12level, reported delinquency was highest for boys in the TV & 
Games profile compared to the Low Use and SNS & Internet. The moderating effect 
of year level and gender between TV & Games compared to the SNS and Low Use 
profiles deserves further attention. Research is required to understand how content in 
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games, movies and TV may affect adolescent exposure to normative messages and 
adopted attitudes to risk behaviours such as delinquency. It may be that the 
individual's prior socialisation or personality predispositions to risk behaviours that 
may direct them to use media as a tool to air their risky activities or that media or its 
content is conditioning the relation to risk behaviours. 
These results provided an interesting insight into how various media use 
profiles are related to adolescent behaviour. The results identified that the TV & 
Games profile was consistently and significantly related to more frequent 
engagement in delinquency. One possible explanation for this distinct group's high 
rates of reported delinquency may be that the effects of the games with content that 
is violent, aggressive and rewarded, and movies, videos and other visual media may, 
in fact promote higher levels oflearned antisocial, aggressive or deviant behaviour 
and are influential in increasing offline enactment ofthese behaviours (Anderson & 
Bushman, 2001; Strasburger, 2004). Although game play has been found to predict 
positive cognitive and psychological indicators in general (Durkin & Barber, 2002; 
Ohannessian, 2009), this study may have identified a TV & Games profile that 
encompasses relatively high levels of consumption of TV, movies, online and offline 
games that links into potential vulnerability to negative influences. It is possible that 
an individual's aggressive personality trait, offline peer groups and prior 
socialisation, interacting with normalised scripts from media may have promoted and 
influenced delinquent behaviour (Ferguson, 2010). 
The body of research and literature on risk behaviours suggested a co-varying 
pattern between the drinking and delinquency which is predictive of persistence and 
increase in risk engagement (Barnes et al., 2002). The fmdings in this study suggest 
that for delinquency and alcohol use, specific groups of media users, boys in the TV 
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& Games and girls in the SNS & Internet profile at year 12 level may be more 
vulnerable to the media exposure and related risk engagement than other adolescent 
media users. 
The fmdings of this study confirm that alcohol use is prevalent in Australian 
adolescents across all media use profiles, however higher rates of drinking are 
significantly linked to year 12 boys in TV & Games and year 12 girls in SNS & 
Internet profiles. Delinquency revealed similar findings with boys in TV & Games 
and girls in SNS & Internet profiles indicated as the significant media profiles 
driving the engagement in these risk behaviours. Year level and gender were found 
to significantly moderate the relations. A possible explanation for these fmdings is 
that adolescents use media as a socialisation tool for communication, leisure, 
networking and interacting with 'similar' others. It also place a significant role in 
seeking and forming identity (Brown, 2006) as online users use the anonymity of 
media to disclose information about risky activities that will gain status, attention 
and make friends with 'like' peers (Jessor, 1992). The disclosing user may gain 
social reinforcement from online peers, which then increases the amount of 
disclosure and engagement. The next irnpmiant step in research is to understand the 
role that social networking content plays in influencing the onset, persistence and 
increase in use of alcohol across the adolescent period. 
This study sought to understand the link between media use and adolescent 
risk behaviours. Media has been posited as an influential 'peer' from which 
adolescents gain valuable information about themselves, their peers and their 
environment (Strasburger et al., 2010). The rate of access, the speed at which 
information is available is unprecedented and as such, media use deserves further 
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attention as one of the influential social factors within the bio-psychosocial 
framework of adolescent risk behaviours in contemporary society. 
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Media can offer both benefits (improved social skills, extended peers groups, 
better offline social interactions) and costs (in misinformation, cyber-bullying and 
sexual predation) to adolescents (Moreno, 201 0), however, researchers of adolescent 
development and behaviour will need to increase momentum in the investigation of 
the impacts of social media as an important dimension of the adolescent's 
environment. The study confirms that most adolescents use media in a healthy and 
constructive way as seen by the Low use group but there is a substantial minority in 
the TV & Games and SNS & Internet profiles that merit finiher attention. 
Strengths and Limitations 
Strengths of this study were firstly, the data allowed for the analyses for two 
year cohorts -year 10 and 12 participants which allowed for consideration of 
developmental differences. The large sample for this study which was derived from 
thirty four schools across the state was an important strength as it provided a broader 
representation of the adolescent population in Western Australia. Further, the 
diversity and scope of the YAPS survey allowed for the accumulation of a large 
dataset dating back to 2007 with a comprehensive cross section of students in both 
regional and metropolitan schools and a diverse coverage of ethnic, socioeconomic 
and cultural groups. Finally, when dealing with children and adolescents in studies 
of this size and scope, gaining their trust, attention and honesty is difficult, YAPS -
W A administered the survey electronically using wireless laptops which was quick, 
efficient and cost effective. The students participated yearly in the data collection 
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and as such a professional, trusting and respectful relationship was established which 
facilitated more honest and attentive responses to the survey. 
Interpreting the results in this study should be considered in light of certain 
limitations. The cross-sectional nature oftllis study meant that data were obtained at 
one point in time and causal direction could not be established as the relation 
between media use and risk behaviour may occur bi-directionally. It is recognised 
that other factors may be operating, such as selection bias, in the media used by 
adolescents, it is plausible that risk-taking adolescents may choose media activities 
that serves their purpose of seeking 'similar' others (MacDonald, 2006) or for social 
reinforcement of their behaviour and conversely, adolescent media users may be 
exposed to risk-related content that may indirectly influence their offline behaviours. 
Other factors that should be considered in any causal interpretation of the results are 
the user's prior socialisation and offline peer groups which this study did not probe. 
These factors play a significant role in the onset, engagement and persistence of risk 
behaviour and cannot be underestimated when exploring the link between media use 
and risk behaviour. To overcome these linlitations, longitudinal research is favoured 
so that media use and risk engagement may be tracked over time for participants to 
evaluate causal direction. 
Participants' self reported use of media use is used in much of the prior 
research on media use and has been found to provide valid and reliable measures of 
adolescent behaviour. However when adolescents are asked to self-report alcohol 
and delinquency behaviours , there was the possibility of social desirability response 
bias (Latendresse et al., 2009) when responding to the risk behaviour questions in the 
survey and this bias cannot be underestimated as adolescents fear judgement and 
sanction when asked to report their own deviant behaviour or substance use 
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(Lautenschlager & Flaherty, 1990). Ethnicity differences for media use and risk 
behaviours could not be determined due to missing data and limits the usefulness of 
our results for understanding ethnically and culturally diverse groups of media-
using adolescents and differences in the associated risk behaviours. 
Future Directions 
This study calls for further investigation into the use of cluster analysis on 
the data available fi-om theY APS study. The data offers a rich and untapped 
resource for a person- centred approach to studying the relationships based on media 
content and sites accessed rather than :fi·equency of use across different media. 
Further, longitudinal studies may procure more information about causality between 
media use and risk behaviours by using data :fi·om each of the cohort groups e.g. year 
10 and following these patiicipants over time to track changes in media use profiles 
and the relation to risk behaviours. Finally, a body ofliterature on alcohol use and 
delinquency has suggested strong correlations between these co-varying behaviours 
in adolescence (Barnes et al., 2002; Farrington, 2004), further studies may test for 
these conelations and risk behaviour outcomes. 
Conclusion 
This study sought to identify patterns of media use among adolescents and to 
create profiles that could be tested for relations to two prevalent risk behaviours: 
alcohol use and delinquency. The findings presented enhance our understanding of 
how today' s media use is a complex constellation of activities simultaneously and 
easily undertaken, either selectively or indiscriminantly, by adolescents and the 
possible direct or indirect influences that these activities may have on risk behaviour. 
The media use profiles generated allowed us to answer questions about who engages 
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in media at high levels and offered a plausible explanation for their risk behaviour 
engagement. However, here is more to be done to fully understand the motivations 
tor excessive media use and the factors that operate at the individual, familial and 
social levels for the user and the related mechanisms that drive their risk taking 
behaviours. 
Adolescent risk behaviours are considered to be influenced by three primary 
socialisation sources; the family, their peers and the social world. Social learning 
theory offered a possible explanation for how media has become an influential social 
avenue from which cunent, interesting and influential information is gathered and 
:fi·om which deviant norms, attitudes and behaviours may be modelled. 
The study has shown that media use is an integral part of life for adolescents 
today and the majority of our youth engage and consume media within healthy levels 
at an average of 1 to 2 hours a day, however a significant minority of adolescents in 
this study, characterised by boys in TV & Games and girls in SNS & Internet 
profiles at year 12 level, consumed media excessively and showed higher than 
normal levels of alcohol use and delinquency behaviours. 
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Appendix A 
Youth Activity Participation Survey 
Western Australia 
2009 
Thank you for choosing tri parttc1pate in this survey. As the suf'ley is. 
completely confidential please try alld 4nswer all the questions as openly and 
honestly as you can. If you do not ft;el comfortable answering any of the 
questions pleasefeel free to leave them blank. 
ID Number.£ ________________ _ 
What year are you in at school? 0 Yeat· 9 0 Year 10 0 Year 11 0 Year 12 
If you are in Year 121 how many T.E.E. subjects are you doing? "'"'5· ____ _ 
Do you board (live) at your school? 0 Yes 0 No 
What is your gender? DMale 0 Female 
What suburb/town do you live in? . e; ________ Post Code: .Ji::; ___ _ 
What education have your parents completed? 
(Ph:as.: tick all boxes that apply for each parent.) 
Mother Father 
.0 Did riotil[!lsh-HighSchoal 
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Youth Activity Participation Surv~y- West~rn Australia 
Ql) Have you participat~d in any organised school sports /teams outside of physical 
education classes in this school year? (Please circle all the sports you do and indicate how 
many hours per week you participate in each of the sports you have selected). 
If you don't p;:utidpate in any schnol-based sports please go onto the next page. 
Exam le: 
School-Based Sports {not Phys Ed) 
Activit¥~- ~~Y_c· c A~pr.ix;'h-rsf~k ·• 
.• ,, 







Football (AFL) Tennis 
Hockey Touch Rugby 
Netball VoHeyban 
Other Other 
{please specify) {please specify} 
:6: .:it] 
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3 
Q2) Have you participated in any of the foilol'iing organised sports outside of sch(){)l in this 
school year? (Please drde all the acllvities you do and indicate holV many hours per week you 
{>arucipate in each of l:be activities you have selected). 













Football (AFL) Tennis 
Golf Touch Rugby 
Gymnasti-cs VolleybaU 
Other 
Hockey (please !;pecify) 
Other Other 
(please specify) (please specify) 
64 
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Q3} Please specify which sporting activity you spend the most time in 
(If you do not partidpate in any sporting activities please go to section B on page 10) 
~~----------------------------------------------
Q4) Is this a school-based activity? (e.g. school team) 
DYes DNo 
Q5} How many hours per week (not incfuding school time) do you spend in this 
activity? 
-<~·-------------------Hours 
0 Not currently active (not p<utidpating 1ight now, for example i:he sport is 
out of season) 
Q6) Hov< many months/years have you been participating In this activity? 
--<:;-________________ Years c'Z\ _________ Months 
Q7) Do you participate in this activity nn your own or with a group of other people 
around your age? 
0 On my ovm 
0 In a group 
Q8) Other participants in this activity are 
0 The same sex as me 
0 A mixtUI·e of boys and girls 




a little of 
the time 
? 3 4 
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Thee following questions :arec related to the sporting activity you chose in question 3. 
Q10) Based on yow- involvement in this activity please rate \Yhethet- you haveo had the 
following eoxpe,.iences by ticking the appropriate box. 
5 
1 2 3 4 
Not At All A little Quite A Bit Yes, 
66 
Definitely 
=--=--- --=-- ____ --o~ ::____:_:__:O __ -
=Waf~ej:e~:iei'i!'llfe_th~e_Olali~]J3S}lf:Ei;iOgFili<~dii( .•  
This activit)· got me think'ng about v<ho I am 
.. 
Leamed I had a rot in common vlith youth from different 
backgrounds 
Tried a newway_ of acting ;;t~ou~dp~opl;; 
-
] f<Olt flke '~hat ! did m3de a differem:e 
E:.:pe;i'enced feeling liked by other$ In this actiYii:y,-
Others in this act~·Jity counted on me 
' . - -
This acrivrty has stressed me out __ 
I learned to control my ~"mper 
Bee2me better at dea~ng v;it.~ fe2-r and \'/ony 
Had an opportunity to be in charge of a g~oup of peers 
I set goals for myseff en this activity 
Wh~n I startSomethinQ in thls atti;,rii•;l-i always try my best 
to_finisll ~~=~--- - · - - --- -_ ~ -_ ---__ -- - ' ~ 
Had to consider possib'e obstacles 'tlhen making plans 
Got to know .peopl<iin die communirf 
i put all my en~rgy into this activity·' 
Had the chance to push myse!f 
--. 
Became beiter a<: handling stress 
Had e:-:periences ~lith organizing time and n•:>t 
procrastirrating (not putting things off) 
'' 





. .:. _·,, 
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1 1 
Not At All A Little 
Practiced ~elf discipline 
Had to find \'lays to achieve my goals 
i -hav~ been successful in this activity 
Felt ~ke] didn't belong in this attiv1ty 
- -- - ~ -
~lnetQf~<ilnio!e suppon:ed by the community 
--~-~~ ~-~-~- --- --~--- _----- ~---
In th~; activity I sav1 that hard work pays off 
Learned to get a''!lng •r;ith others 
1·1ade friends 1vitli someene from al:lifferenf sodaldass:- 2 ~--~ 
{someone from a famiiy-,'lho-were'rnofe or less 1-lell_{lff --
than my fami!v} --
I regularly achieve what I aim to in this activity 
This acrivlto/f@.s~qiven mimanv opportunities~ to improve 
m}' <ibilities:.o~ ~ - - - -
~- -_ 
Came to fe~:l more a pa1t of my community 
-·-~ 
·-·-~·-- : ~oc'_ --- -I felt iike what !did in-attl!reo ___ -
3 





Q 11) The following questions are about the adult leader in your :sporlj if your sport 
does not involve an adult leader please go onto question 12. 
The adult leader in this activity ..... 
Supports me 1·1hen ram havin-g dilficuities 
Puts too much pressme on me during this <~ctivity 
Makes me feel like I can succeed in this activity 
Listens to my point of view 
Puts me down in rront of others in this acti\•it>t• 
--- --- - -
:createS--~ ~iong_ p0siUvj: ell\•jronment 
1 2. 
Not At All A little 
3 
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Q12) How true for you are the following statements about your parents1 when 
particiP"ating in your sport? 
I \•lony about letting my parents dmvn \<Jhen I play t.~is sport. 
Not at all 
true fo1- n1e: 
My pat·ents and I have fun going to my games/competitions. 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 3 4 
No matter hov1 1·~ell I do in my spott, my panmts don't think its good enough. 
Not at all 
true fot- me 
1 3 
This spmt has impmveocl my relationship \vith my parents. 
Not at all 
1 3 
My parents get upset vtith me '"h"" I don't do •.·~ell in this spo1t. 
Not at all 
true for me 
This s:pmt inte1fered with doing things with my family. 
Not at all 
hue fm-me 
1 3 
My parents supp01t or help me \vith this spo1t. 
Not at all 
true for me 

























Hovl pleased do ycu think yow- parents are ~-lith ho¥1 \veil you are doing in your sport this 
year? 
Not at all 
pleased 
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Q 13) Please read the following statements about you I" sport and respond by circling 
one nu1nber. 
Hov-t imp01tant is it to you to be good at this spott? 
not at all 
important 
Hmv much do you enjoy participating in this sp01t? 
a Httle 
1 4 5 6 
O:lmpared to other kids your· age, how good do you fe~ y.::;u ano at this spnrt:? 
One ·of the 
Worst 
1 2 3 4 5 
Participating in this spo1t gives me a strong feeling that rnis is v1ho I am 
Never 
? 
Owing this spott 1 feel so involved that nothing seems to matter· 
Never 
1 2 3 4 5 
Outing this sp01t I have a very high level of concentr-ation 
Never 
') .'i 
I hecome so involved in this sport that I lose track of time 
Never 
1 2 3 4 5 
I concentrate so intensely that I can'l think about anything else 
Nev-er 
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Q~4) What pr-oportion of your friends parl:icipatin9 in this sporting activil:y are,. 
Planning to go to university? (Circle one number) 
none 







Encout-age you to do }'DUI- best in school? 
none 
i 
RE'gularly d1ink alcohol? 
none 
1 2 
Regularly use illegal drugs' 
none 
2 
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I 
Q1S) Which of the following activities or clubs at school have you paJticipated in this 
school year outside of school classes? (Please cirde all the activities you do and indicate how 
many hours per week you participate jn each of the activmes i'OU have selected). 
If you don't participate in any school-based activities go to the ne.xt page. 
Cf)ra~Mi) 
----------
School-Based Activities & Clubs 
c: 












Arts and Perform ina Arts 
A1t Youth and health feostival 
Band ot- Orchestt-a Hodefing 





Rock - Eisteddfod ~·Z-
~ ~ ~ 
~~ .. 
Clubs 
Ch;:ss dub School committee 
Service dubs School council 




(pleoase specify) (please specify) 
-·' _..?__.___j ""-:r 
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I 
11 
Q16) Have you patticiyated in any ofthe follo•;,•ing activities or clubs outside of school in 
this school year? (Please circle all the activities you do and indicate how many hours per week 
you participate in each of the activiri2s you have sel2ct.ed). 
If you don't p;;uticipate in any out-of-school activities go onto the next page. 












Scouts/Girls, Boys Clubs 
--
I -=~ 
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Q17) If you have circled any non-sporting activities please tell us which one you 
spend the most time in. 
{If you do not participate in any non-sporting activit.'2S please go to Section Con page 18) 
--~-----------------------
Q18) Is this a school-based activity? {~g. school team) 
DYes 0 No 
Q19) How many hours per week (not including school time) do you spend in this 
activity? 
~zr Hom-s 
0 Not currently active (not pa1ticipa!:ing at this time) 
Q20) How~ many months/years have you been participating in this activity? 
.,z;· ________ Years /.f', _____ Months 
Q21) Do you participate in this activity on your own or with a group of other people 
around your age? 
0 On my m~n 
0 In a group 
Q22) Other participants in this activity are 
0 The same sex as me 
0 A mixture of boys and gilis 





a little of 
the time 
2 3 4 
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The i'ollowfnq questions ar"' related to the non-sportinq <:~ctivitv vou chose in 
question.i7. 
QZ4) Based on yow· involvement in this activity please rate ,-,hether you have had the 
following expe1·iences by ticking the appl·op;ate box. 
13 
1 2 3 4 
Not At All A Little Quite A Bit Yes, 
74 
Definitely 
Thcs activity got me thinkcng about who I am 
leaned I had a lot in common ~~ith youth from different 
background:; 
:~. ···.-
] do things in this activrry I don'< get to do any1·1nere else 
_ Staiited thinkin<l m-ore about my ruture-be!"aUse ofi:f;iS 
~~ctivii.'j:~j~~ --- --·· --- ~=- .. _ -
! felt f!ke Nhat l did made a difference 
~perien~EMeeling likeo by otheYS:in this ad:'i..,-jry ·--~--c: 
Others fn this activity counted on me 
- -- - - .... 
lnis ~~ivrt:y ha~_~ress.ed)ri~·out 
] l;;arn;;d to con~rol my 'em per 
Be.came better at de:~ding v1ith fear and worry 
-_· .. - . - - . -- -
Had an op-p.:;rtunity to'bE: in charge of a group.ofpeers' 
I set 9oa!s fur myself in this activity 
-=-- - -__ -- ::__' 
Wnen a startsomi=thing mthis activity !always tr{my best.' 
to finish k •.• - . - - ~ 
Had to consider possib?e obstacles ;-;hen making pl3ns 
] m:ade friends v1ith someone n.ev .. • 
Had the chance to push myself 
C _c 
Beceame better a;: handling El:res; 
. ' . -
Wor~~d with other p:eople 111Y' o\"n ag£oci)ll~"' commgn goal 
- . 
Had ~:perfences \''ith organizing time and not 
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14 
1 3 4 
Not At All A Little Quite A Bit Yes, 
DefiniteJy 
leai]led about setting p1ioriues -
Practiced £Elf discipline 
jd~-tfi~rfi~J~:~-ll_It~tifu~~~ieJ~~~~-illff:~rent=_~tnnJt ~-~~-c 
cu.~u~1:!tl:ouil:::£-"T:;c ··- --- -- -- -- ---
Had to find ways to achie\•e my goals 
1 have been successful inthis_activity 
__ cc.:_ --.· . c-c-,<~ 
Felt like l didn't belong in this aa:ivity 
In this activity I saw that hard work pays <J:!f 
-------
Le;;med to get along •  .-ith others 
Made friends with someone from a different social d.ass _ 
(someone from a fami!v who •.·lere more or le5s \·1ell off 
than my famil•() - --
I regular:y achieve what I aim to in this activit;• 
-Th~s -ad:i~ith;- ha5_given m:~-_-friaQ~--,oppOd:~OltieS t-0 iffi_prOVe--
'my;iliilitie5'--c' · --- - -, ___ ---
C-ame to feel more a part of my community 
_- .. _ ... -
-! fel;: like \~hat f did mattered 
--• C ---•_ -,-c --- --Cc__C 
.. 
--
Q25) The following questions are about the adult leader in your activity[ if your 
activity does not involve an adult leader please go onto question 26. 
1 ;z 3 4 
The adult leader in this adivity ..... Not AtAH A Little Quite A Bit Yes, 
Definitely 
Supports me when I am ha\•ing difficulties 
Puts too much pressure on me during this activity 
-_ 
•,c-, __ cc:~. _- .-~~- C- -:cc-~: <_2c _-
Makes me feel like I can succeed in this activity 
- --
Puts me down in front of others in this activity 
- -
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Q26) How true for you are the following statements about your parents, when~ 
parl:icipating in your activity? 
I \vony about letting my parents dm·m \·~hen I play this activit>{. 
Not at all 
iru~ for me 
? 
l·ly parents and I have fun going to my petformances/ dub activities. 
Not at aU 








No matter· ho\·1 '<4ell I do in my activity, my parents don't think its good enough. 
Not at all 
true- for me 
1 2 
This activity has improved my r·e!ationship l•tith my parents. 
Not at all 
1 2 3 
4 
4 
l·ly parents get upset v1ith me when I don't d'o well in this activity. 
Not at all 
true for me 
This activity interfered Hith doing things ""ith my family, 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 
My parents support o1· help me with this activity. 
Not at all 
true forme 

















How pleased do you think your parents a no with how well you are doing in yom· activity this 
year? 
Not at all 
pleased 
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16 
Q27) Please r"'ad the follmning statements about your non-sporting activity and 
respond by circling one number. 
How important is it to you to be good at this activity? 
not at afl 
impmtlnt 
How much do you enjoy participating in this activity? 
a little 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Compan~d to othe1· kids your age, hm·J good do you feel you at·e at this activity? 
One oft~e 
Worst 
1 2 3 4 5 
Participating in this activit-y gives me a strong fe-:ling that this is ~vho I am 
Never 
4 
DUJ·ing this activity I feeJ so invclved that nothing seems to matter 
Never 
1 2 3 4 
During this activity I have a very high leveJ of concentration 
Never 
5 
I become so involved in this activit-y that I lose track of time 
Never 
1 ? 3 4 
I concenb·ate so intensely that I can't think about anything else 
Never 
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Q28) What proportion of your friends participating in this activity <ire ... 
Planning to go to univeo·sity? (Circle one number) 
none 
1 2 







Encouo·age ynu to do yow· best in school? 
none 
Re-gularly drink alcohol? 
none 
i 2 
Re-gulady use illegal drugs? 
none 
1 2 
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13 
--~0 
-S_~~tion•<::~;-:-;:'!'~ur !=tit:mds ... 
Only answer the following questiOJ1s if you do not participate in any sporting 
· or non-sporting aCtivities and have skipped sections A & B. 
Jf you hav·e answered sections A & B plea::.e go onto 5ectioil Don page 19 
QZ9} What pr'oportion of your friends ar"e ... 
Planning to go to university? {Clrd" one number) 
none half all 
1 '> 
Doing vety \·?ell in school? 
none half all 
1 2 3 4 s 
Encourage you to do your best in school? 
none half all 
1 2 3 4 5 
Regularly drink alcohol? 
none half all 
Regularly use illegal dmgs? 
none half all 
1 2 3 4 5 
Likely to skip class? 
none half all 
2 3 4 5 
Mm·e than one yeat· older than you? 
none half all 
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Q30} If you participate in any of the following activities outside. of school hours 
please tell us how many hours per week you spend in each activity"? 
Paid Work (pan: time/casualjeob, not including .,..nrk from parents} 
Doing homework or studying (outside of school) 
Home d1ores (doing dishes, deaning} 
Taking care of younget- siblings 
Practicing or playing a musical instrument 
Watching Television 
Working ont or physical activity (on your own or at ;:he gym, not as a 
part of an organised sports activity) 
PleaS<! Specff( 
_z: ______________________________ ___ 
Computer Console Gaming (Piaystation, X-Box etc} 
Which game do you play t_he ma:St? 
--~~---------------------------------
Internet Gaming (online gam-=s} 
Which one do you play the mo-:St? 
~iS· ______________________________ ___ 
Internet Usage- Social Networking (webchat, MySp:ace) 
Which one do you us:e the most? 
Internet Usage- Other (downloading music, ebay} 
Please spedfy· 
j~~---------------------------------
Hobbies (model making, scrapbooking etc) 
What hobbies do you do the most? 
,ec,· _____________________________ _ 
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l s:eC:tioi_l_ E4' Aboire:You 
Q3:1) Please read the following statements and rate how true each statenu~nt is for 
you. (Circle one number) 
I feel really good about the >vay I look 
Not at all 
true for me 
') 
Ovet·all I am satisfied with my physical abilities 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 
I feel t·eally good about v1hat I can do physically 
Not at all 
true far me 
1 3 
I am vety happy with thB appe<wance of my body 
Not at all 
tme fo1· me 
1 2 
Ovet-al! I am satisfied li'tith my appeat·ance 
Not at all 
true fm·me 
1 2 3 
I am very happy 1.·1ith my pelfonnance in ph•{sical activities 
Not at all 
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Q32} Please r"ead the follov.ring statements and r-ate how true each statement is for 
you. {Circle one number) 
I am Vety good at making ftiends 
Not at all 




If I don't understand something in class I kno1" I am capable of learning it 
Not at aH Veq' true 
hue fot· me f<w me 
1 2. 3 4 5 6 
I am able to do most things vety 'dell 
Not at all Vety true 
true fot· me for me 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
If I \·wt·k r-e_ally ha,·d I could be one of the best students in my school yeat· 
Not at all 
true fot· me 
I am always comfoltable talking to othet· pe-ople my age 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 
A lot of things ahout me are good 
Not at all 




I have the ability to be good at most school subjects if I by 
Not at all 
true for· me 
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If I n"ally try I can be goud at almost ar.ything I va;nt to 
Not at all 
true fo1· me 
It is impor'-..ant to me to do Hell in school 
Not at all 
tn>e for me 
1 2 
i have a lot to be proud of 
Not at all 




I always feel like I am pont of a group of friends 
Not at all 





Q33) How often are the. following statements true for you? 
! like the way things are going for me. 
N;;ver 
1 





I \·}ould like to change; many i:hings about my life. 
Never 
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Q33) How often do you ..... 
Fe8 good about yourself? (Circle one number) 
1 3 4 5 
Lose yout· appetite or eat a lot \'/hen you gEt upset? 
2. 3 4 5 
Feel mat difficulties at·e piling up so high that you can't overcome them? 
neveF 
Feel satisfied viith who you at·e? 
ne•.ter 
1 2. 3 4 5 
Fe8 mat you are capable of coping v1lm most of your problems? 
n-e• ... •er 
1 3 4 5 
FeEl lonely? 
Keep a cool head in <=met·gencies? 
never 
Feel sure about yourself? 
3 4 5 
Feel unhappy, sad or aept·essed? 
1 3 4 5 
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Q34) Please rate how true the followiJ1g statements are for you. (Circle one number) 
How much do you like school? 
Not at all 
1 3 
I feel like I really belong in my school 
Not at all 
bl...le forme 
1 
School is intet·esting 
Not at all 







I feel that \-/DI-king han:! at school is a waste of my time 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 
I enjoy school activities 
Not at all 
true fa~· me 
I \'lould like to leave school as soon as I can 
Not at all 
true fm· me 
I believe that succeeding at school is important 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 2 
I look forward to going to school 
Not at all 
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I kno>J that s-chool can be boring but I try hard an~".-Jay hecause it v.'lll le:ad to bette1· 
opportunitiEOS for me in the fuhm;, 
Not at all 
true fo1· me 
Q35) How likely is it that you wilr go to university after high school? 
Not at all 
Likely 
1 3 4 
- -_:~-~--








Q36) Please answer the following questions about your friends (drcle one number) 
My friends b·eat me well 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 
I vJish I had diffen<nt friends 
Not at all 
true: fat· m2 
1 
My fliends are great. 
Not at all 
true: for me 
t-1y friends are nice to me. 
Not at all 





Compared to other teenagers in your school, ho~~ popular are you? 
Least 
Popula1· 
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Q37) Please answer the following questions about your family. {Circle one number) 
I -=njoy being at hom,; vtith my family. 
Not at .all 
true for me 
1 :} 
My family gets along \'Jell together. 
Not at all 
true f01· me 
I like spending time with my pat·ents. 
Not at all 
true for me 
1 2. 
My parents and I do fun things together. 
Not at all 

















Q38} Have you ever created your own profile online that others can see, like on a 
social networking site like Myspace, Bebo, or Facebook (This does not include 
1'1&N/Yahoo)? 
-:.-
0 No 'G skip questions below; go to Section K1 Page 30 
0 Yes '5- ans\vet· the questions be!ov£. 
What is the profile you use, or update most often? """::: --------------
How long have you had you•· profile? Jif{ --------------
87 
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Answer the followinQ Que.Stions about the profile {Hyspace}Bebo/Facebook}you use 
the most often. Please tick the applicable answer. . 
Q39) Is your profile set to public or priv..te? 
0 Public 0 Plivate 
Q40) About how often do you visit your profile? 
0 Never 
0 less than once a month 
0 Eve!)' few \•leeks 
0 1-2 day> :a ·t>•>:ek 
0 3-5 days a \veek 
0 About once a day 
0 Sev"'-al times a day 
Q41) How often do you change your profile {e.g. change status, change personal 
information, add photos)? 
0 Never 
0 Less than once a month 
0 Every few weeks 
0 1-2 days a v;ee.k 
0 3-5 cloys a v~eEk 
0 About once a day 
0 Several times a day 
Q42) Is any of the personal information (e.g. interests, etc) you have on your profile 
not true? 
0 Yes 0 No 
How often do you use Hyspace/Bebo/Facebook etc to: 
!·take new fl;ends (please select one) 
0 Never 
0 less than ·~nee a momh 
0 Evecy few w,;eks 
0 1-2 days a 1·;eek 
0 3-5 days a 1·;eek 
0 A.bout once a day 
0 Sev;;.ral times a day 
Stay in touch with f1iends you rarely see in pe1·son (please select one) 
0 Ne\'El' 
0 Less than once a month 
0 Eve!)' few vreeks 
0 1-2 days a 1-;ee.k 
0 3-5 days a week 
0 About once a day 
0 Sevet<!l times a day 
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MakE plans with your friends (please seleLt one) 
0 Never 
0 less than once a month 
0 Every fe',·l VJe:eks 
0 1-2 days a v;eek 
0 3-5 days a H-:ek 
0 About on<:e a daf 
0 Seve;ral times a <Ey 
Flirt Hith someone {pleas~ select ant>) 
0 Never 
0 Less ;:han once a me nth 
0 Every fev1 \'leeks 
0 1-2 days a 1-1eek 
0 3-5 days a 1-1-:ek 
0 AIXlut once a day 
0 Several time:s a day 
Q43} How important lslt to you to havec a lot of friends on your network? 
Not at all 
important 
1 3 4 





Q45) Compared to other people your age with a profile, how many friends on do you 
have? 
0 A loi ~e.ss than o<zhers. 
0 A little: less than others 
0 AbDut the «!me as others 
0 A hit more than othe's 
0 A lot mm-e than others 
Q46} Have you ever deleted a friend? {Do not include 'Tom·' from NySpact>) 
0 Yes 0 No 
Q47) How often do you usually communicate online with friends you met on the 
internet, who you didn't know from before? 
0 Never 
0 less than once a mom:h 
0 Every fu1·1 1'/e:eks 
0 1-2 days a \veek 
0 3-5 d3ys a week 
0 About once a day 
0 &!veGI times a day 
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Q48) How much do you agree/disagree with the following statements? 
Myspace/Bebo/Facebook has become part of my daily routine. 
Completely 
disagree 
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Q49) The following questions ask you about behaviors that may be considered risky, 
if you are uncomfortable answering any of the questions feel ft>ee to leave then> 
blank • 
. <\bout hov1 often in the last 6 months have you drunk alcohol? (Tid: one box for o=ach quo="Sti.on) 
t 
none once 2-J 4-6 7-10 11-20 21-30 31 or 
times times times time5 t;me;s: more 
times 
About how often in the last 6 months have you had more than 5 alcoholic drinks on one 
occasion? 
none once 2-3 4-6 7-10 
times times t:mes 
.<\bout hO\v often in the last 6 months have you been drunk? 
t 










About hov.r often in the last 6 months have you used illegal drugs? 
t 
none once 2-3 4-G 7-10 11-20 







About hO\v often in ihe last 6 months have; you skipped school without parent 
pern1ission? 






















About how ofte;n in the last 6 months have you done something you knew was dangerous 
just fo:r the thriii of it? 








About how often in the last 6 months have you damaged public property? 
non~ once 2-3 4-6 7-:10 11-20 
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About hm·1 often in the last 6 months have you had contact with police for something you 
did or something they thought you did? (Tick one box for .each qu-estion) 








.llbout how often in the last 6 months hav~ you gotten suspended from school? 















About how often in the last 6 months hav;: ;rou done some pt""etty risky things because 
you thought it was a kick? 
none once 2-3 4-6 7-10 11-20 21-30 
times: times times ttm.es times 
About ho· • ..r often in L'Je last 6 months have you gotten in a physical fight with another 
person? 
















About hm·l cfteon in the last 6 months have you cheated on an exam1 or copied someone 
else's home'l.vork? 
none -Dnce 2-J 4-6 7-10 11-20 21-30 
timec5 times tim-es t~me5 t;IT:ES 
About ho\..r often in the last 6 months have you taken something from a store without 
paying for it? 
















About hov1 often in the last 6 months have you taken money from home that was not your 
own w'ithout asking? 










About ho\v often in the last 6 months have you not used your seatbelt in a car? 
none on:c.e Z-3 4-6 7-10 11-20 21-30 












QSO) How would you describe your family background? (Tick all that apply} 
0 Caucasian (Anglo-Australian, European 01· AmeJican} 
0 Aboriginal/Ton-es Sb·ait Jslande1· 
0 Asian 
0 Middle Eastern 
0 African 
0 other (please spedfy) .-<:c;" ------------------
In what country were you born? .6. ---------------
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If born outside Australia how· old were you when you moved here? z· ______ _ 
In what country was your father born? .:if:;· _________ _ 
In what country v.ras your mother born? ~-:; ___________ _ 
Q51) Are your parents? 
0 Manied and living together all the time 
0 Manied and living togethe•· but one works 
away a lot of the time (fly in-fly out} 
0 Uving together in a marriage-like 
rei al:ion.sh i p 
0 Separated 
0 Divo1-ced 
0 Single/ .sole parent (never maiTi.,d) 
0 WidO\ved/widovJel· (panmt(s) passed 
a\vay} 
Does your father wm·k for pay? 0 Yes 0 No 
If yow· fa the•· is currently employ€d, v;hat does he do in his job? .~-5 _________ _ 
Do..s your mother work for pay? 0 Yes 0 No 
If yow· mother is CUITently employed, Nhat does she do in her job? Z:: ________ _ 
Q52} How much do you weigh? .:?:r ____ _ 
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J.· __ ·.···•.•.•·· ___ · 
:;--:_::::_::;_~-
Q54) Please read each item carefully and circle the answer that best corresponds to 
your agreement or disagreement: 
j]] 2:-<It ... !:l 0\ 
m 1.. j]] .1: CJ 
~ 
.... j]] <J 5I 0 
.'!'1 "' k '--<J m "" 01 a z <:{ VI "' 
I IC>S~ my temper easily;:-:~ 
_SO- D --:N ---~-fi., -_ .SA~ 
I often get involved in things ! later vlish I could get out of. so D N A SA 
-- _____ - so 
1 have sometimes done things just for ~kicks" or ~th1ills'·', so D N A SA 
J: like tc{oe when~ __ tlJJO ad:i_oo-is; 
-,: --~ so ~c_D 
It take5 a lot to get me angry. 
SD [l N A SA 
I ofte:Q crave.<;j(dtement.--'-- so De_ N ~A SA 
I try to do jobs carefully, so they ~"'lon't have to be done again. so D A SA 
SD D A ' SA 
-
When a prq.j--E;ct gets too difficlllt.I'm inclined to sl:a_Jt a new <HJe. 
I c._: · · - · : - ~c- · ·. _- ; _~:-_ 
I usually ~,·oJ-k quickly ~·Jithout bothering to check so D N A SA 
Sometimes I'mnot'as dependable 6rreliab!ecasil should he. 
-._;_c .. c • :C -c · -._ - --- - so~ D A·c SA 
I'd have to be .-.~--ally sick before I'd miss a da';;< of school. so [l N A SA 
-- · .. 
:so 0'; I \.:f<:JJ:K hard t_o _accomplisli mv ooals. 
--- '-~--
_'-"' __ _ 
I often get ang1y at the way people b·eat me so D N A SA 
Iwaste aJof-of time before sett_lino dO\'_mro worJc- so ,~D 
.. ----
I don't feel like I'm dliven to get ahead. so D N A SA 
I --st!ivefo-r -excellencB in everitthinQ h::b. 
"-<"-. __ , - --
-- --cc 
SD~' D --.N 
I have tmuble making myself do what 1 should. 
SD D N A SA 
·-c-
Do_ N A SA 
.C -~ 
Once I staot a project, I almost ah·,•ays fini:sh it. so D N A SA 
(:] End of Survey- Thank you for your participation@ 
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ram wrilin~ {c} &sk you ~0 CQ!lSrrk:- !he p_n,TtieipeJ:fotJ nfx;x;o: Sdu:wt rn ~he re:=:,;;:~rch project: 
Y;::.utll Activity Pmh::ip.;Jti•r.n S'lt:H;iy We~iem AllSU3Ila {YAl'S· W'A) directed by my:>t:~£: 
Pn:M:~:<;or Bonnle B:lihcr {Murdoch Un1veril1ty) ::,nd Pro!"lt~--or Jltctp..:.~elymt.:: Ec•.::ies, 
-rit~ resear-.;:h prt;ii·~·;t, as r:.or.cd lrJ lhe '"t13cne'<j pres3 re[e,ns? by Itt" f-hm J~,~lk Bbbt:p ( ll-l.fl-
06), ic~ bdng f:.mdt::d by a grCJrtt rrtHTI !tte AUS(IL~Itan ReseorEh Cnur.d[, and w111 ~eek tG 
kr~.;;e.>ttg;·y;ne how youths' ftt~·o[v;;ment 'n r~;ilricilrrlciJI3.r u.tth•lt~t':> (0flll:11:Jlltes to r.::<:si1i W! 
deve~opmem, tv!or·::! Sp<!.;::Jlk:aHy, ·~'IG w~j! e:~<H~:in<: whether ::r::vol•l·~men4. in ~xtra~;:mrrcular 
activities prcdi•;is imprcrv~ ::'!t'J;{.]t:tnit: performan<::->J <>nd "4:;!-tc".-l!' ,li,to:rchmeffi, less risk l::-e:bl\•1t:.ur 
:md better p;y-:.::hologieal ruiju::>tn;ent Jfll\)II,S j'O'-Eths, Ot:Jr previous re~~.ctt>:::h in the US :paints !rr 
tftr impo;tcmt r\:.ri! ofvctlunt::ny exlr•x:tJrrku!i5r activltl~ in p·::r~~t:ve youu'! dcy:;I;J~lln~nt, C~J::l:i 
we lwv;;c rec:~+~d funding It! .;.\m~ider Lh:ls Gonn;;t;tiun m \VA Thi.;;: imp,)riant r~t'rrrrh 
h;r5 ;1lrcmfy r:;t;:dwd in pdnclple :stt;'Jt:x:trt from the Dcp.::u·tm~;::;t of Edw.':itlon and Trillnir.g nwJ 
the (!!,th~,Jlie Edueatlm1 OfElc~; of\V~Iem A•,r,stralia (te-tter:> t::>f<lpprt.:•l:.tl~ t1W.1c:f\ed), 
i have sd;!cted ;mw pr~s~~~~i~l'u·:; ~c(tuo~ fi,•r .pi.l:rtldpatio':'! In Y t'\ PS" \\.'.A fbr numrrc.us n~:~:>Ot13. 
~.:"** 11 "'"' prorpok:; fH'i ur~h[g;·,rem.ent of' e.~c.;:ll.r,:nt::e that ful!y develc-p~ one1:s [Melfe(~.ttnl, 
rrwml! spinrtt:i.11; social iiftd phy:;ic:'ll cspab~Dides-. ThroJgh exi:::pt[onal teach in_; f::tdHtiG:>;, su.z::h 
~~ t;:~ Hi"lti.' ot:tht:!~>tl1"'H*"'"'"'*, in addrti•jJi lo h[g;; 'ltt..IIit.)' \.';Jc~bing, [ ~tn:mg!;•' bcllc;vo;: tha! 
yo~,q 5·~h.ool a.ffcr.:. ili"""l 1Jp-p~rttmily ll~a: i,:; ::.:;,;:.or;~ Y' nn~.;:. lhl:s [s !1.,n-tl-~r evi::J_c:n_~'~d b,;r• the 
e,.;fensivc Iar\,g:e- of ·~t..'-"twrrte.ul:Jt a·~~tvmr~~. ~porwng pm,~;rams, tlub5 an·d Si)tlelt;~.:; that 
"!"'"'" rtt'•"' t:lr.:s~ms. lhl~'>. ,~ua:Ht:-• E:tlldet•lk lnstihl1IOC! C.lln povk.t:: .1J;":ch :-k1t:rce M 
~nfbtcrr~atlon on bendi L5 o f-t;.:tra.<:urd;;ulilr il..;tl •..tty pm-Jdpn,iktl'J, 
Tht' rei.et.rreh t::·f·)j~e4 c:onsis~s of a ntrvcy, adminl.sttred to s:edems vi;"!; \•.·it~!ess lap tO(} 
{'Gmputers (w{) pro•;Jd~}, :=;nd •.viti ;a..<;k stuolelit:> about thgfr E.'X;)t)rknGtC-3- wW11 thclr peers, ·;,cbo0! 
artd o&~r ~d1,1lts. Plc<iE.·::- nut!: tlt:Lt tne .~O:::!lll'l[ Fl!tm!tlg ofrh~ ~un.::y {lndt.:.d1ng ail 2e::Jng 11p et;;J 
wudd be er;t~rely ~xmduo.::ted by th!" res·~nrch t~T!i- Cnnru.lned in the surve~' are qllE'Btk•ns 
a!;,;mt sm.:!t>n!':>• p&.r:]cipation In v:Jrfous e~tme-urriculat a{;ti•,•ilit":L Students wtl:: oisQ be asked 
questions it~~~1ting t•:> their acad~mic athievemeot, io:!e-utl,ty ·~llO'•'elo[Jme:nr, ~cnder.;hlp 
e:w~rk~r • .;c.s, rLsk bdlE\~Our (induu[ng dmg anzi alfQ~K•U 1.!5>:!:) I,!Bd f13Ytholugrcalu:dj~~ment. 
Stuuo::n!s wili be inillt'll1ed that ifth""'l' reel r,~ne.;;.mfi)rt~bl·~ Einsw-r:rtrrg <?.11V of the C'U~sti..:x;s lha.t 
thev rm~.v skit~ !.ho:;,~ ,:mestlG·ns. · - • ' 
,.) ~ :., ... 
A:.~ 5U.:::l~ats ~o y~a~ 9 and J I wm cot: givo;i) th~ (tpponr,mll)' 1<1 p;1r;;l:;ip{lte, wf~1 the re:;e.urch 
ahnh1g to rerr..Jrt i!pprox.frctfllii'ly SO sJ:<;.iJ:lcr.t3 fn:;m ~.JY..::h ye~r ~eve I. In C•rder to study I·Dng·i>i!(ffi 
b.::meii'its, the prc1~ct i:~ 1ortg1~'.dio:~l in rt;~iure·, with studef1,ts be~ng smve;rw once 11 )'•i:':~r for 
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three years. Therefore:, at the completion of I he project, studehts initially in year 9 will be in 
year 11, and students initiaHy in _year 0 will be in year 12. All students in ~he two year 
groups w!ll bs providr:d with an informatfon and conse,nt fom1 for their pare~1t and fbr 
themselves. fn order to participate, students and their. parems. must give \Vritten consent. 
Student participation in the research project would be voluntary and cont1dential. As the 
project v/ill be collecting !ongitudinol data, identifying Information will be col.lected in order 
to match data across different points in time. However, the students will be assigned an 
identif1cation number to ensure that their responses will not be directly :itorcd with uny 
personal identification information. No information about lnd!vlduals or tho school would 
ever be rele-ased- all publications wlll incluclo only aggregated data. 
[nan effort fo thank students for their interest in the research, all students who retum their 
parental consent form, whether they hav0 agreed to participate or not, will be entered into a 
rafik It is artticipatcd that two rart1es will be held; one for year 9's and one for year ll's, 
with a prize given out after !he data collection has been completed each year. fn an additional 
effor1 to show our appreciation, ell students returning a ptu'cnt consent form will be cn!crcd 
into a major prize~raw, where one student across all of the participating schools \Vlll '>vin a 
major prlze. 
We will also supply your schoot with fccdbaGk from the slUdy, providing interesting and 
useful information on hew activity participation relates to positive outcomes such as school 
engagement This feedback wili consist of a report which provides an executtve summary of 
rhe research t1ndlngs, or if you wot.tlrJ like, the research team will present the findings at your 
school. 
There are a range of benefits that wi II result from the completion ofthis research project, 
First, the data will make a valu.tble contribution 10 the academic literature or\ activity 
participation and positive development fl is anticipated that lhe result'i ofthe project will he 
published in a range of high quality journals of the developmental Hterature. A list of somo of 
our publica!lons on activ[ty participation from our US !ongirudinal study is attached as an 
indication of our lrack record in diss~minating our research. 
Second, this study \.Viii address crucial issues facing today's youth such as school 
connectedness and •.vellbeing. Research on these issue:> is of great importance as findings 
have the potentia! to be of great benefit to policy makers., schools and most importantly to 
young people, With the help of your school, we will provide dum which will be of national 
benefit, improving the health and well~being of Australian youth, 
All members of the research learn have obtained National Police Clearances and Working 
with Children Checks, with copies available upon request. The study has been given ethical 
epproval by the Murdoch University Human Research Ethics Committee (letter of approval 
attached). 
[f you have any questions regarding any part of the study please do not hesitate to contact me 
on****'·'**** or h,barber@murdoch.edu.au. I will be ln contact with you next week to 
discuss the participation of your school in this study. 
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Kind RegardS" 
Professor Bonnie Bnrber 
Pro lessor of Psychology 
1'1!urdo<.:h University 
Se!ected relevant publications 
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Appendh C 
Cop)' of Lette1· of Aeceptnncfr for ARC Funding for_ Research Project. 
The Hon Julie Bishop MP 
Minister for Education, Sdence and Training 
Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for Women's Issues 
MEDIA RELEASE 1 
l I October 2006 
Australians to prosper from $365 rniilion in research projects 
The Jvfinister t<x Education, Science and Training, the Hon JuHe Bishop MP, today 
announced $365,069r342 in Australian Research Counc11 grants. 
The I, I 54 grants were awarded in the latest Australian ReselH'ch Council funding 
round tbr its two major schemes- Dis,:overy Projects and Linkage Prqjecis- and 
three smaller schemes, Discovery Indigenous Researchers Development; Linkage 
/nfrasimclure, Eq21ipment and f~tcilities,' and Linkflge international. 
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"The projects funded today affect the t,.vho!e community. Issu\:!s that are important In 
the lives of all Australians sueh as our health and wellbeing, tht environuielll, and 
national security are all represented in the successful research projects.'' 
Among the many successful projects are research programs that \ViTI: 
• study the role that participation in organised extracurricular 
activities may play in the healthy development of Australia's youth 
(Murdoch University) 
• develop micro-robots that will be powered to 'swim' through the 
vascular and digestive systems of the human body to perfonn 
medical tasl<:s via remote control and, in many cases, avoid 
invasive major surgery (w!onash University) 
1 http://www.arc.gov,;;u/m~dia/relta$!!5/me~ts._l l Oat06.1nm 
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investigiHe previously unmapped venom systems for divel·gent; 
bioactive proteins with practical implications for the treatment of 
cnvenomations (from sources such as snakes1 spiders1 mosquitos 
and jellyfish), which is a recognised problem in Australia, as well 
as drug discovery and other commercial applications ·(The 
University of Melbourne) 
develop service delivery systems ir1 the criminal.justice system to 
better meet th~ needs of victims and witnesses (lv1onash University 
and Victoria Police). 
Minister Bishop praised the 380 organisations partnering ARC-funded researchers in 
the Linkage Scheme 1 which have pledged a total of $1 05;481 ,2 t 5 in cash and in-kind 
to the successful pwjects, repre:-;enting $1.77 for each dollar provided by the 
Government 
"When an independent organisation invests in an ARC~suppotied research program, it 
can be confident that it is committing its hard-earned dollars not only to a worthwhile 
project, but to a project undertaken by some of Australia's best researchers," Ms 
Bishop said. 
In this round, average funding for Discove1y Projects increased by 12 per cent on the 
previous funding round to $334,267 per project, while average Linkage Projects 
funding increuned by 9 per cenl on the previous funding round to $2S5, 7115 p.;;r 
project. The successful projects were selected from a record number of 4,834 
applicarions and will begin tn 2007. 
Tho projects are funded under the ARC's National Competitive Grants Program, a 
component of the Government's I O~yeat $8.3 bill ion additional commitment to 
innovation under Bading Australia's Ability. 
ivledic1 Conwcts: lvfs Bishop's Office: Tory Vidler 0414 228 727 
Australian ResearclrCouncil: Simon Sedgley 0412 623 054 
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Appendix D 
Letter ofE~.:planation Sent to Parents Regarding Research Project. 
DATE****""' 
PARENT CONSENT FOR.J\1!: Student Participation in Research 
Project Working Tjt/e: Youth Activity Participation Study of Western Australia 
Dear Parent, 
The Australian Research Council has provided funding for u team directed by 
Professor Bonnie Barber at Murdoch Univers(ty to unde1iake a project investigating 
the role that extracurricular activity participation plays on the healthy development of 
adolescents. The purpose of this study is ro 11nd out the range of developmental 
experiences that occur within different leisure activities and examine how these 
experiences promote positive Jr:velopment in today's youth. 
We arc inviting students of Years 10 and 12 from ******"* to participate in this 
important study regardless of whether or not they particip<tle in extracurricular 
activities. In order to examine the long-term benefits of extracurricular activity 
participuti\)n, students will be surveyed once a year (or three years. 
With your consent, your child will complete a brief survey supplied by my research 
team. The survey will measure your child's experiences with lheir peers, school and 
·other adults, and his/h~r participation in varioLIS extracurricular activities such as 
music and sport. Your child will be asked questions relating to academic 
.achievement, identity developmem:, leadership experiences, risk behaviour (including 
drug and alcohol use) and psychological adjustment. Example questions include 
''How much do you like school?", 11 \Vhat proportion of your triends are doing well in 
school?", and "How often do you feel sure about yourself?" 
Participation in this survey ls voluntury und written consent is required from both 
yourself and your child before the survey is undertaken. There are no expectations 
held by myself or your child's school that your child will participate. Your child is 
free to wlthdravt from the survey at any time, regardless of signed consent forms. 
The survey is completely conftdential- personal information and responses from 
individual surveys will not be mC\de available to your child's school and only 
aggregated data collected from many schools will be published. At the completion of 
the stuciy an executive summary of results will be provided to your child's school. 
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We p1f1n to visit ''***"'**~~to aciminisr-er the survey to students on DATE**'~'~*** 
Stude;,LS with pr.rcnta1 consent to participate wit! complete the survey during 
-¥********'~education. This survey ;vii! t.'lkc approxirmuely 140 minutes to complete. 
In an effort to thank students for lheir interest in this study, all students who return the 
consent forms will be entered into two prize draws. The first dntw will be a School 
Prize Draw, whereby tv,;o students will ~yvin either a 
""******************"''~***H** We shall conduct the School Prize Draw when we 
are at the schoo!. 
The second draw will be a iVfajor Prize Draw) in \Yhich students from uH participating 
schools wifi select one prize from a list thu! they \vould like to win (see card 
attached). This draw will be made to,.vards the end or the year, Students should note 
that their chance of winning a specified prize ls dependent on how many students 
throughout the state select thnt particular prize, with approximately 2000 sludents 
taking part in the project. Students simply circle which prize on the card they would 
like to win; and return this card along with the consent forms. 
There are some cxcelient major peizes to be won including including: 
****************~**** 
If you are wi!lin"g to at! ow your child to participate in this sLt1dy, please complete the 
attached "Parent Consent Form" and return it to ... by .... 1r you have any questions 
about this project please feel free to contact me on 9360 2879, or alternatively you 
can contact Murdoch University's Human Research Ethics Committee on 9360 6677c 
I am happy to discuss with you any concerns you may have on how this study has 
been conducted} or alternatively you can contact r•l!urdoch University's Human 
Research Ethics Committee on 9360 6677. 
Thank you for taking the time to consider your child's involvement in thfs important 
study. 
Yours sincerely, 
Professor Bonnie Barber 
Professor of Psychology 
r/lurdoch University 
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Appendix E 
Copy of Purl!n t Consent Form Issued to Parents Prior. to Commencement of 
Sunrey. 
PARENT CONSENT FORi'vl 
Project Title: Youth Activity Parl1cipation Study of Western Australia. 
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-------~--~----------being the parL:nt/guardian 
of 
____ do I do nnt (clrcle one) c;nn:>ent to 
my child's p;;uticipntion in the above rese3.rch sttldy. [ understand the project reguires 
my chi !d to complete a brief survey once a year for the next 3 years during a class 
nominated by my child's school. 
!understand that my child's p<lrticipatlon is completely voluntary and confidential, 
and that I may withdrmv consent at any time, witlwut providing a reason. 
Parent!Guardian: 
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'Appendix F 
Lcttr:r of Explanation to Students Regarding Re.sean:l1 Project 
STUDENT CONSENT FORi\'1: Student Participation in Research 
School of Psychology 
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Ptoje~.;t Working Title: The role of extracurricular activity participstion in promoting 
healthy development of Australian youth 
Dear Studen~ 
The purpose of this study is to investigate your participation in extracurricular 
acttvities and the positive beneHts these activities provide lo you, You can help in this 
study by consenting to compiele a stl!'Vey. Should you participate it is antidpatcd that 
the time to complete the survey will be no more than 30-40 minutes. Contained in the 
. b . d . . . . • .survey are quest tons~ out your expenences _urmg your part•c•patwn 1n 
extraeurricular activities and also questions about your fr[ends, school and behaviour. 
The survey is completely confidential; your survey ansvvcrs will not be made 
available to your parents, peers OJ' teacher:L Participation [n this survey is completely 
voluntary and written consent is required by you and yoltr parent or guardian before 
you can complete the survey. As your pm-ticlp;Hion is voluntary there will be no 
expectations held by either myself or your school that you will partidpate. You ate 
free to withdraw from the survey at any time, without giving a reason, regardless of 
signe\1 consent fonns. Yo\~ may also skip any questions that you reel uncomfortable 
with <~.nd \vould prefer not to ans\ver. 
A summary of results wi II be provided to your s~;:bool at the completion of this 
research, These cnn be made available for all parents and students to read. 
If you have any questions about this project please feel free to contact Professor 
Bonnie Barber, Chair of Psychology at Murdoch University, who is my supervisor for 
this research,. on 9360 2879. My supervisor and I are happy to discuss with you any 
conc~rns you may have on how this study has beon conducted) or alternatively you 
can contact Murdoch University's Human Research Ethics Committee on 9360 6677. 
Please retain this letter for your information, and fill out and return the attached 
consent form if you are happy to participate in this study, 
Regards 
Professor Bonnie Barber 
Chair oF Psychology 
Murdoch Universlty 
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Appendix G 
Copy of Student Consent Form 1ssued to Students Prior to Commencement of 
Survey. 
STUDENT CONSENT FORM 
Project Title: Youth Activity PaJ:tieipation Study of Westem Australia, 
, ... ~agree to pmtidpatc in !he abcvc research 
project by completing a brief survey during class time. 
I understand the information that has been provided to rnG about the projt;~;t. Any 
questions I htlve nsked have been answered to my satisfaction. f agree to take part in 
this project, and know· that I may change my mind ~md stop at any tirne, •.vithout 
providing any reason. I am also aw·are that r may skip any questions that I do not feel 
corn fortable answerinu. 
""' 
[ also understand that ail information provided ls confidentiaL 
Student: 
Date: 
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Appendix H 
NoUooal Introduction Script for YAPS Dnta Collection. 
First; .all students should comph;tc the student consenl form and read the letter before 
we s1a rt. (Wait until they have signed lx:fore you go on.) 
Good afternoon, r am , from Murdoch University. We appreciate your 
being willing to particlp;:1te in our survoy today about your leisure time activities. 
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'vVc \Vant to let you know ~hat it is completely confidential- no one here at school, nor )lOlli 
parer.ts, will :.;ee your indivitlunl answers, so please be completely honesl 
There arc no right or wrong answers~ we just want to know whnt YOU think al;out these 
ihing>. 
II you choose not to p:1rticipute, that is up to you, us you ut·e not required to- but we 
hope you will be wm tng to share your opinions about your leisure time r,ctivitics with w;, 
The1'e are two types of prize dnnvs tbr those participating today. Pirs!, '.Ve will be drawing for 
a schcol prize in ti:c next couple of weeks, after the Yenr ll student~ have also complet~::tl the 
survey, so please be sure you have filled out your prize card with your contact dei<;ils. Then, 
on the back, number in order your preference fix a choice: of either a Dockers or Eagles tboty, 
or a $50 voucher for Music Gallery, which can be: used towards an instrument, or for sheet 
music. Ot, you c~n chou.:;e u Western Force vl:;or and book, or Eagles stickers and pl:1yer 
cards, So write down your iirst chc)in:, 5ccond choice, and third choice on the back of your 
prize card fur the school prize. 
Example: 
I. Eagles footy 
2. music voucher 
3. Western fnrce stuff 
At the end of the term, we wiil draw for the prizC?.s listed on the rront or your card- f'rom 
sLUdcnts across suveml schools in Perth. It is important you give us phone nurnbt;rs where you 
could be reached lt1 June- you can list two, a home phone and a mobile, if you like. 
Instructions (Wait for students to cornplete prize cards, then continue) 
The survey stm1s wilh 4 sections on spotts and other activities~ 
The first set is about sports !N SCHOOL. ff you do no\ piny on a school team1 skip this page. 
If you play on beth a schcol team, and a team in your community or suburb, answer abom the 
school teom on the t1rst section) and aboutthe team you play on ou!side of school in the next 
section. 
After you answ~:r about your sports, please do the same for non-sports activi!ieslikc music, 
clubs, and things like cadets. The school based ones are first, and then th.erc is another page 
ror the non-school one3, 
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FOR AU~ Of THESE SPORTS AND ACT!VfrtES, PLEASE THfi"\fK ABOUT THE 
ACTfVlTrES YOU HAVE DONE TN THE PAST YEAR-SONOT JUST THIS SCHOOL 
YEAR (SfNCE JAi'DJARY), BUT +-\LSO THOSE lN THE SECOND HALF OF TH£ PAST 
SCitoOL YEAR (Sfr.fCE LAST nJL Y). 
























































Computer/Console 1 1372 
Gaming (Piaystatlon, X-
2 24 Box etc) 
3 39 
Total 1435 





internet Usage • Social 1 1372 
Networking (webchat. 
2 24 MySpace) 
3 39 
Total 1435 
Internet Usage· Other 1 1372 
(downloading music, 




95% Confidence Interval for 
Mean 
Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound Minimum Maximum 
6.3542 5.66599 .15297 6.0542 6.6543 .oo 30.00 
9.1667 5.50625 1.12396 6.8416 11.4918 .00 21,00 
8.9231 6.07144 .97221 6.9549 10.8912 .00 23.oo I 
6.4711 5.69687 .15039 6.1761 6.7661 .00 30.00 
1.4191 2.64617 .07144 1.2790 1.5592 .00 18.00 
9.9583 4.01605 .81an 8.2625 11.6542 3.00 20,00 
3.30n 4.32346 .69231 1.9062 4.7092 .00 13.00 
1.6132 2.95437 .on99 1.4603 1.7662 .00 20.00 
.5569 1.57491 .04252 A734 ,6403 .00 14.00 
10.2500 2.02699 A1376 9.3941 11.1059 6.00 15,00 
1.0000 1.57280 25185 .4902 1.5098 .00 5.00 
,7310 2.01254 .05313 .6268 ,8352 .00 15.00 
3.8440 4.05978 .10960 3,6290 4.0590 .00 25,00 ! 
7.7500 6.13082 1.25145 5:1612 10.3388 .00 20.00 
12.1795 5.38454 .86222 10.4340 13.9250 2.00 23.00 
4.1359 4.38048 .11564 3.9091 4.3627 .00 25.00 
1.3484 1.70969 .04616 1.2579 1.4389 .00 10.00 
3.0833 2.26345 .46202 2:1276 4.0391 .00 8.00 
10.4615 3.09368 .49539 9.4587 11.4644 3.00 15,00 

































Internet Gaming {online 
games) 




Between Groups (Combined) 





Between Groups (Combined) 





Between Groups (Combined) 





Between Groups (Combined) 




Squares df Mean Square F Slg. 
427.602 2 213.801 6.640 .001 
250.247 1 250.247 7.771 .005 
379.221 1 379.221 11.777 .001 
48,381 1 48.381 1.502 .220 
48111.948 1432 32.201 
46539.550 1434 _j 
1835.063 2 917.531 123.010 .000 I 
135.250 1 135.260 18.134 .ooo I 
639.784 1 839.784 85.774 .000 
1195.278 1 1195.278 160.246 .000 
10881.286 1432 7.459 
12516.348 1434 
2219.104 2 1109.552 442.700 .000 
7.447 1 7.447 2.971 .085 
360.187 1 360.167 143.703 .000 
1858.937 1 1858.937 741.897 .000 
3!:\89.066 1432 2.506 
5808.170 1434 
2953.637 2 1476.819 86.098 .000 
2634.822 1 2634.822 153.609 .000 
2952.217 1 2952.217 172.112 .000 

































lrllernet Usage - Social Within Groups 
Networking (webchat, 
My Space) Total 
Internet Usage- Other Between Groups (Combined) 
(downloading music, 






Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
24562.865 1432 17.153 
27516.502 1434 
3201.305 2 1600.652 510.612 .000 
3149.401 1 3149.401 1004.667 .DOD 
3036.328 1 3036.328 968.597 .000 
164.976 1 164.976 52.628 .000 




































Dependent Variable (I) Average Llnka~e (J) Average Linkage 




Watching television 1 2 -2.81244 
3 -2.56885 
2 1 2.81244 
3 .24359 
3 1 2.56885 
2 -.24359 
Computer/Console 1 2 -8.53924 
Gaming (Piaystatlon. X-
3 -1.88860 Box etc) 
2 1 8.53924 
3 6.65064 
3 1 1.88860 
2 -6.65064 
lntemet Gaming (online 1 2 -9.69315 
games) 
3 -.44315 
2 1 9.69315 
3 9.25000 
3 1 .44315 . 
2 -9.25000 
lntemet Usage- Social 1 2 -3.90598 
Networking (webcha!, 
3 -8.33546 MySpace) · 
2 1 3.90598 
3 -4.42949 
3 1 8.33546 
2 4.42949 
•. The mean difference Is significant at the 0.0& level. 
95% Confidence Interval 
Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1.16641 .043 -5.5537 -.0712 
.92149 .015 -4.7308 -.4069 
1.16841 .043 .0712 5.5537 
1.47220 .985 -3.2104 3.6976 
.92149 .015 .4069 4.7308 
1.47220 .985 -3.6976 3.2104 
,56234 .000 -9.8586 -7.2199 
.44350 .000 -2.9291 -.8481 
.56234 .000 7.2199 9.8586 
.70855 .000 4.9883 8,3130 
.44350 .000 .8481 2.9291 
.70855 .000 -8.3130 -4.9883 
.32597 .000 -10.4579 -8.9264 
.25708 .197 -1.0463 .1600 
.32597 .000 8.9264 10.4579 
.41073 .000 8.2864 10.2136 
.25708 .197 -.1600 1.0463 
.41073 .000 -10.2136 -8.2864 
.85276 .ooo -5.9067 -1.9053 
.67255 .000 -9.9134 -6.7576 
.85276 .000 1,9053 5.9067 
1.07448 .000 -6.9504 -1.9086 
.67255 .000 6.7576 9.9134 































Dependent Variable (I) Average Linkage (J) Average Linkage 




Internet Usage -Other 1 2 -1.73494 
(downloading music. 
3 -9.11314 eBay) 
2 1 1.73494 
3 -7.37821 
3 1 9.11314 . 
2 7.37821 
•. The mean difference Is significant at the 0.05 level. 
95% Confidence Interval 
Std. Error Slg. Lower Bound Upper Bound 
.36455 .000 -2.5902 -.8796 
.28751 .000 ·9.7877 -8.4386 
.36455 .000 .8796 2.5902 
.45934 .000 -8.4559 -6.3005 
.28751 .000 8.4386 9.7877 
.45934 .000 6.3005 8.4559 
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Appendix J 
JOURNAL OF RESEAHCH ON ADOLESCENCE: NOTICE TO 
CONTIUBUTORS 
Journal ofResl!arch on Adolescence 
The Official Journal of the Society for Research on Adolescence 
Editor 
Jacquelynne Eccles, University of Michigan 
Associate Editors 
Bonnie Barber) Murdoch University 
Christy Buchanan, Wake Forest University 
Linda Bunon, Pennsylvania State University 
Surnru Erkut, Wellesley CoUeg~ 
Margaret Kerr, Orebro University 
Stephen T. Russell, University of Arizona 
Ingrid Schoon, University of London 
Related Links 
Submit Online to JRr\ 
Pre~Published Articles 
Top Ten Article Downloads for JRA! 
Available Tables of Content 
Vic\v JRA Online! (available to SRA members only) 
Editorial Scope 
We invlte submissions to the Journal of Reseatch on Adolescence (JfV\). The JR.~i.. 
presents empirical and theoretical papers focused on development during adolescence 
and early adulthood. Studies are featured that use diverse methods including 
multivariate, longitudinal, demographic, clinical, ethnographic, and experimental 
analyses. Cross~nationall cross-cultural, and studies of gender, ethnic, and racial 
diversity arc of pflrtlcular interest. We are committed to expanding the presence of 
qualitative and multi-method research report'>, practical-based, policy-oriented 
research evaluations and reports, and studies related to bio[ogical processes. We are 
now accepdng three new paper formats: (a) Brief reports (no more than 4,500 
words, inclusive of everything). Such reports arc particularly appropriate for studies 
that extend prior work to new populations in theoretically creative ways and are 
mandatory fot· all cross-sectional, correlational studies. These t'eports should be 
modeled after research reports in journals like Psychological Sci.ence and should 
focus on the methods and results. We plan to devote about half of our publication 
space to brief reports; (b) Comprehensive, monograph-typQ reports of longitudinul 
studies. These manuscripts can be up to l 00 manuscript pages; (c) Theoretical papers 
' . 
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and coti1prehensive reviews of the I iterature slmllar to papers pubflshed in 
Psvcholol!ical Review and Psvcholmdcal Bulletin. [n ;;~ddition. we continue to acce:Dt ;;! 'lo.,.;' .... ._.. • -- • '. 
more tradlllorml papers based on empirical studies. These pnpers should be no more 
than 35 manuscript pages. Additional pages will have to be justified In the 
contributors' cover letter. These papers should involve either longitudinal analyses~ 
multiple sets of analyses, or mixed methods and they must make unique empirical anc 
theoretical contributio11s to the field. Questions concerning the submission process 
should be directed to the Manilging Editor, Antone !Ia Caiazza, atjra@s·Nl.org. 
*NEW* Note from Editor: Brief reporls will now be appearing at the front of each 
issue of JRA. 
Editors: Jacquclynne S. Eccles, Bonnie Barber, Christy Buchanan~ Und3 Burton> 
Suwru Erkut, Margaret Kerr, Stephen Russell, Ir1grfd Schoon 
Audict1ce 
Clinical, social, and deve[opmenta! psychologists, sociologists, social workers, and 
those spet;:iaUzing in family studies. 
1\fanuscript Submission 
Please visit http://\V""~NW.s"Ntorg!jrasubmit/ to submit a manuscript. 
Note to NIH Grantees 
Pursuant to NIH mandate~ The Society (through Wiley-Blackwell) will post the 
accepted version of Contributions authored by NrH grantholders to PubMed Central 
upon acceptahce, This accepted \lersion will be made publicly available l2 months 
after publication. For further information, see www. wiley.com/go/nihmandatc. 
Permissions 
Authors are responsible for all statements made in their work and for obtaining 
permission from copyright owners to reprint or adapt a table or figure or to reprint a 
quotation of 500 V.'Ords or more. Authors should write to odginal author·(s) and 
publisher to request nonexclusive world rights in all languages to use the mat~rial in 
the article and in future editions. Provide copies of all permissions and credit Unes 
obtalned. 
Regulations 
Only original manuscripts) written in English, are cons{dered. The corresponding 
author for u manuscript must1 in an accompanying cover ktter; warrant that a[ I co· 
authors are in agreement with the content of the manuscript and that the study was 
conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the American Psychological 
Association. Authors should also smte that the findings reported in the manuscript 
have not been published previously and thatlhe manuscript is not being 
simultaneously submitted elsewhere. Upon acceptance, the authors are required to 
sign a publication agreement transferring the copyright from the author to the Society 
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tor Research on Adol~::;ccncc·. Accepted manuscripts bec!'om<:.> the permanent property 
of the journaL A sw.tcrncnt of Editorial Policy appeared ln Volume I, Number l. 
Manuscript Revie\V 
The Journal of Research on Adolescence has a Board of Editors thal is vested with 
control over martuscript review and publication. Manuscripts arc reviewed by the 
Editor and the Board of Editot·s and by invfted reviewers \Vith special competence in 
the are:l represented by the manuscript A1ticles and reviews must be judged to be of 
substantial impo1tance to the broud, multidisciplinary readership of the journal as well 
as meet a high level of scienti fie acceptability. A fkst level of review dctorm!nes tho 
importance and appropriateness of submissions to the journa[ readership at large in 
conjllnction with scientii1c merit; ori thls basis, the Board of Editors decides whether 
the manuscript 1vill be reviewed f!Jrther. 
A system of blind reviewing is used. It Is the author's responsibility to remove 
information about the identity ofthc author(s) and aftlliatlon(s) frotn the manuscript; 
such information should appear on the cover sheet. The cover sheet will not be 
included when a manuscript is sent out fot· review. The Board member respon~ibk: for 
a manuscript vvill have the diiwreLkm to integrate solicited review with the member's 
mvn opinions and recommendatlons Into a determinative response. The Editor retains 
the right to reject manuscripts that do not meet established ethkal standards. The 
Pub I k:ations Officer regrets that, in case of rejection, rnanuscrlpts c~wnot be returned. 
There is no charge for publication in the JoLLrnal of Research on Adolescence unless 
tabular or graph] c materials exceed I 0% of the total number of pages. Charges nre 
also levied for changes in proof other than correction of printer's errors. Any inquiries 
relating to businc.ss mutters (including reprint orders) should bo addressed to the 
publisher: 
BLACKWELL PUBLfSHERS 
Joumal of Research on Adolescence 
Production Coordinator 
350 Main Street 
Malden, tvU\ 02148 
(78 I) 388~8200 
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